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-PREFACE

This ACTIVITY-GUIDE is designed to supplement the EGO Sourcebook

which was developed in 1978 by a team of teachers in the central

school district of'the Hawaii State Department of Education. The

materials.in that sourcebook addressed the significant issues -of

sex equity in vocational programs. In addition, numerous strate-

gies and activities were included to reduce the prevailing sex

role stereotypes and biases in the schoolt.

Since that'publication; .varAOS StUdiet and projects on sex.equity

have been completed in thit_State at Well.at across the nation;

These have all contributed' to_ a vast storehouse of knowl-

edge and to further_ihtUring that studrAtswilli in actuality; have

access to vocational education programs based on their informed

choices.. To incorporate_ these new resources in this GUIDE; we worked

as a'study team during the &Amer of 1982. _From the wealth of avail-

able Materials; we telette and'adapted-only:those activities which_

we thought-would be Of me and interest to students inAlawaii't

schools;

We have enjoyed working as a team to compile these materials; Our

wish is that you Will enjoy using the contents to reduce sexism in

the sehools.

Anthony Calabrese
Farrington High Sehdol

Shar'on Freitas
Nanakuli High & Inter. School

Larry Hagmann
Olomana Youth Center

Janice Shimokawa
McKinley High School

Berlyn C._ Nishimura
Office of the State Director

for Vocational Education
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0 V E R I .E

PRA

This ActivityActivity Guide is a compilation of short activities that will 'raise

the awareness of students, about bias-free exploration and selection tif

/ jobs and careers.
,

WHO SHOULD USE THIS' GUIDE? .

TEACHERS of a 1 grade.levelt and subject areas who want to raise

the awareness of their students about sex equity in vocational

issues.

TEACHERS who want their students to be:Able:to choose careers

according to their interests and abilities.

TEACHERS who. want to infuse sex equity into their classroom cur=

riculum.

LEADERS of.groups and workshop§ on sex equity, vocational or career

education who are looking for awareness activities on those topics.
.4 o

.

WHAT DO YOU NEED'r0 KNOW TO USE THE GUIDE?

YOUJieed-t0 have a general knowledge'df_the issues of sekequity,'stereo-

Wibg,_And'biat=free vocational edOtatiOn. If you feelyou_need infor-

_ atiOn_to_supplement your current .khOwledge,;the first sectiOn'of this

Activityr Guide_ contains a-glot§ary Ofterms, some self- assessments ancL

backgrOnd information on .stereotyping which will be helpfu

For more_informatiOni. excellent resources are_aVailAble on loan from t

Officeof the Director. for Vocational Education:

Ti:lese include curriculum materials, reports on research results, films,'and

videotapes covering a range of sex equity concerns.
.
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HOW SHOULD YOU USE THIS GOIDE?

I Select activities you think your students or workshop participants

will unde-stand and enjoy, and ,:do them

singly
sequentially
grouped -

once a creek
every day

In order to really'begin to change attitudes, jt is important to-

continue to address the issues of equity consistently over A period

of time.

In 46'i-der for attitudes to change; students need t6

learn new information ,.

have a chance to question and resist that-new information

begin to =refute old stereotypes with new-evidence of equity,

nly/Whk-ttitudes have begun to change wilt behavior change.

e70 actl, ities will start theAorocess of changing attitudes_that--N-

are stereotyped. ,

...i,

6 Supplement and expand these activities by
i

,

.
Ail

continuing discussions about issues raised in the activities

on the days following those lessons'
presenting films and books that address the issues of equity

(the Office of the State Director for Vocational' Education

has resources you can borrow)

[-wFiy.sHOuLi5 You ADDRESS ISSUESOFEOUITY IN VOCATIONAL bikAii60

The eost_of sex bias in vocational eduEation is tremendous.in terms of

!wasted human potential and loss of wages) and personal. satisfaction.

Students who select jobs on the basis of sex role stereotypes limit

their choices. Equitable vocational education encourages students to

explore all job options to discover for themselveS. what they like to

do and WE1 they are gobd.at.

to

*This overview was developed by Lisa Hunter, EXecutive Director, Educational

Equity Center for the Pacific, Far West Laboratory for Educational Research

And Development.
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aUIDELINES_FOR-EFFECTIVELY TEACHING ABOUT SEX STEREOTYPING

EXAMINE THE MODEL YOU PROVIDE FOR STUDENTS, "-- ,..

-' Are you satisfied with the model you present to your tUdents? Is that model gi

free of sOxstereotyped behaviors? ....

v;

I
o

'IDENTIFY YOUR_STUDEUTS' AARENESS OF.SEX'STEREOTYPINGAND THEIR-ROLE EXPECTATIONS.

Use the activities' in thi5 Guide toLassesrthe students' awareness. -0f sex

stereotypes and to understand their expectations: ,'

TEACH FOR ATTITUDES AS WELL AS KNOWLEDGE ANWILLS.

Vocational education also alms to develoO attitudes which are important for

employment, such_ as prjde in work and sense of. responsibility. These attitudes

are closely related to the students'.feelings about themS;OTVes. 'Teaching about .

sex stereotyping directly enables stkients to understanditheir feelings about

themselves, otherS and work:
...

INTEGRATE THE CONCEPTS OF SEX _STEREOTYPING AND_ROLEEAPECIATIONS WITH*REGULAR

COURSE .CONTENT. . .

'. ,

Vocational education provides a logical. context for developing a personal

understanding of sex=.role stereotyping. Activities in this area should Be

ntegratedmith appropriate course topics to enhance students'. interest in

and understanding of how sex-role stereotyping can limit creer'-and-family
. I

aspiratfons.. . .
. ,.

EXPANDED"DEVELOP.AN UNDERSTANDING OF STEREOTYPING AS THE BASIS FOR INCREASLNG X

ROLE EXPECTATIONS -.

Students must understand the adverse effects Of sex-role 4stereotypihg and sex -

bias on their lives. In so doing, they will be able to make pccupational

choices which are suited .to their needs and interest.

CREATE A NON-THREATENING_CLASSROONT CLIMATE THAT ENCOURAGES STUDENTS_Td_EXAMINE

SEX-STEREOTYPED ASSUMPTIONS, ATTITUDES AND EXPECTATIONS.

Students' attitudes and feelings about sex stereotyping_shoulamot_be labeled

as right or wrong. Feelings and attitudesNare a result of ibdivtdual experienEes

which give them personal validity. If a' student, who expresses the.idet that

all girls should plan to have a career, is told 118 is 'right,' others whii may

have different feelings and ideas on the topic can interpretthit as meaning'

their ideas and feelings are 'wrong." If a student who.expresies thesattitude

that a woman's place is to the.home is told he is 'wrong,' he may close'the

door'to further_discussioq and explomation.of the topic.

FOCUS ON HUMAN LIBERATION RATHER_THAN_LIBERATION OF ONE SEXI

It is essential to develOpan understanding among students Oat sex-roM

both sexes._ The.teacher's challenge is to, provide balance and establish the
stereotyping is'a cultural phenomenon that,restricts the Mtn potential of

topic as a,human problem rather than that Of one sex.- 't

%DETERMINE STUDENTS' REACTIONS, -TO THE TOPIC DURING AND AT THE END OF THFLT-0--

Do they reje0c sex sterleotyping asthe norm for work and family activities?

Are they able to identify subtle forms of Sex stereotyping-and bias? Do they

perceive more occupational and famKily optjons than they did at the:start of

the course?



OBJECTIVE:

TO BECOME AWARE `OF HOW SEX BIAS AF.FECTS.G,IRLS AND BOYS' SCHOOL

Sex= gfa i in Schooli:
Thc ficpiort_CatA

El RLS BOYS

ACADEMIC

oTG-rf-Ts staFtout ahead of boys in-speak=

ing, reading; a'n'd counting. In the

early grades., their academic perfor=
mance, is equal to boys in math and

. science. However, 64 they progress
"through-schtiol, their achievement test
/scores show. significant_ decline. The'

scores of boys, on the other hand, con=
tinue to.rise and eventually reach and
surpass those of-"their feinale tounter-
parts; particularly in-"the areas of
-math and science.

In 'spite of performance decline on
standardized achievement tests, girls
frequently receive better, grades in

hoof This may be one of the rewards
they_get for being more quiet and doc-
ile in tie classroom. However, this

may be at'the cost of independence and

. self-reliance. .
.

-3" Girls are more likely to be.invisible
members of classrooms: They :receive
feWer 'academic contacts; less -praike;
fewer COmplex and abstract questions,
and less instruction on how- to do things

for themselves.

Girls mho are gifted in mathematics
are far less likely to be identified
than are gifted boys. =Those girls who
are identified as*gifted, are far less

i kely to participate in special of
accelerated math classes to develop\
this special talent.

Girls who suffer from learning disabil=
ities are also less likely to be .iden-=*
tified or to participate- i ns-pecial

. education programs than are learning=
disabled boys.

CI

Boys are more likely to be scolded and
reprimanded in classrooms; =even when,
the observed conduct and behavior of:
boys and 'girls dd not differ. Also';'_.

boys are more likely to be referred to.
school authorities- for disciplinary
action than are girls. ,

\

Boys' are far more likely to be identi-
\fied as exhibiting learning disabili-
`HOS, readingproblems, and mental;

-retardation.

Not only are boys identified, as haviri,

learning and reading di sabil ities they,

also receive 1 ower grades, are more
likely/to be grade_repeaters, and are--%
less likely to complete high school.

Source-, This entire section on the
effectS of sex bias on boys and girls
has-ibeen excerpted from:

Sadker, Myea Pi and David M.-, Sex_"

Eq it Ha -n-dbook for Schools (New York,
pages 1-5.



GIRLS' BOYS

PSYCtIOLOG I CAL

(though women achieve better grades
Ian men; they are less likely tobe-
ieve that they can do college_work.
i'fact, of the brightest high school
-aduatet Who do not .90-06 to college;

to 90 percent are women.
nrned helplessness exists when fail=
re is percei ved as insurmountable.
irls are-more likelY than bOyS to eX=-
ibit this' pattern; They attribute
lilure to internal factort, Such as
Dilityi rather than to external fat.=
)rs, such as luck er- effort. Girls
lo exhibit learned helpleStnett avoid
ailure situations - -they stop trying.
esearch indicates that teacher inter=
ction patterns may contribute to the
earned helplessness exhibited by fe=
ale, students;
y high school', young Women demonstrate
decline in career commitment. This

ecline is related to their feeling
hat boys disapprove of a woman using
er intelligence:
ests reveal that the majority of fe-
ale and male college students report
hat the characteristics traditionally
ssociated with masculinity are more
al uabl e and more- social ly desirable
han those characteristics associated
ith -femininity.
n athletics, females also suffer from
gx bias. For example, women.'s athle-
ic budgets in the nation's colleges
re equal to approximately 18 percent
f the men's budgets.

AND PHYSICAL
SocietY Sotialikes boys into an active;
independent, and aggressive role:

such behavicir is incongruent with school
norms and rituals that stress quiet
behavior and ,docility. This results
in a pattern of rol ei cc;nfl ict for boys,
particularly durtng the el.ementary

. ,
years.
Hyperactivity is estimated_ to be nine
times more prevaletti\in_bdyS than-in
girls; Boys are mot*; likely to be
identified as having emotional prOblems,
and statisties indicate ''higher male
suicide;.rate.
Boys are taught stereotyped behaviors
earlier and more harshly than girls,
there is a 2o percent greater prOba-
bility that such stereotyped behaVioe
will stay with them for life.
ConfOrming to the male sex role stereo-
type takes a psychological toll; Boys,
who score high on sex=appropriate be-
havior tests also score highest on
anxiety tests.
Malesare less likely than females to
be close friends_ with one_ another_
When asked; most males identify females
as their closest friendS.
The strain and anxiety associated with
conforming to-the male sex stereotype:
also affects boys physically. lilaAg.
are more likely to succumb to serious'

disease and to be victims of_accidents
or .violence. The average life expect=

/ancy of men is eight years shorter
than of women.



GIRLS BOYS

CAREERS AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

When elementary school:girlS are asked Teachers and counselors advise boys to

to/ describe what they Want to do when enter sex stereotyped careers and limit

they grow upi, they are able to identify their potential in occupations like

Pnly a 1 imited number of career options, kindergarten teacher; nurse; or secre-
----

/and even these fit stereotypic patterns. tary.

/ The majority identify only two careers, Many boys build career expectations
teaching and nursing. Boys; on the that are higher, than their abilities.
other han6,; are able to identify many This resultsin!. later comprOmite, dit=
more potential occupations; appointment, aid frustration.

The majority of girls enter college
without completing four .years 'of high
school mathematics. ThiS lack of pre=
paration in math serves as a "critical
filter," inhioitingor preventing girls
from many science, math, and technolo-
gically related careers.

The preparation and counseling girls
receive in school contribute to the
economic penalties that they encounter
in the Workplace; Although over 90
percent of the girls in_our classrooms
will work in the paid labor force for
all or part of their liveS, the_fol-
lowing statistics reveal the cost of
the biat tKat they encounter.

More than._ a third of families headed

by women live below the poverty-level.

A woman with a college degree will
typically earn ,_less than a male who is
a==hioo-1- dropout .

The typical working woman will earn
59 cents_ for every dollar earned by a
male worker.

Minbrity women earn even less; averag-
ing only 50 percent of the wages earned
by white males.

Women are 79 percent of all clerical

workers, but only 5 percent of all

craft workers.

Women must work nine days to earn what

men. get paid for five days of work.

In contrast to the popular belief_that
things are getting better for female
workers; since 1954 the gap between
the wages earned by men and women has
not gotten smaller.

A majority of women work not -for- -"extra"
cash,but becaute of economic necessity.

Nearly_two=thirds of all women incthe

labor force are single, widoWed,
divorced, or separated; or are marriet1

to spouses earning leSS than $10,000

a year.

Both at school and at home, boys are
taught to hide, or suppress their emo=
tions; as men they may find it difficult
or impossible to show:feelings towards
their family and friends.

Boys are actively discouraged from
playing with dolls (except those that
play_sports or wage war). Few schools
provide programs that encourage boys
to learn about the skills of parenting.
Many men, through absence and apathy,
become not so much parents as "trans=
parents." In fact, the typical father
spends only 12 minutes a day interacting
with his children.

Men and women differ in their beliefs
of the important aspects of a father's
role. Men emphasize the need for the
father to earn a good income and to
provide solutions to family problems.
Women, on the other handy stress the
need for fathers to assist in caring
for children and responding to the
emotional needs of the family. These
differing perceptions of fatherhood
lead to family strain and anxiety.
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THE CHANGING REPORT CARD

We sat solemnly in our seats as the roll was called. It seemed as though

the day's lessons would never end. For some of us, the walk=homeafter
school aps long and lonely as we explored pqtential alibis and excuses.

The real' impact of. "Report Card Day" was yet to '4pfelt.

If you haveever experienced being on the receiving end of -_a poor

report card, then you may recall that mixture of fear and remorse as you

explained your unsatisfactory grades to your parents. Your litany of

excuses seemed weak in the face of the school's official evaluation.

Perhaps the only effective weapon in your arsenal was the promise to mend

your ways; to do better next time.

That same response can also be offered in terms of this report card

on the cost of sex bias. As grim as these statistics and research findings
are, they are not etched in stone. There will be_other report cards,

other opportunities to create an educational system that is more equitable

in its treatment of both girls and boys. Change is not only possible. It

is already taking place. Consider the following:

Formerly studies indicated that as children progressed through

school, their opinion of boys became higher and their opinion

of girls became lower. Recent research indicates that girls

now ascribe a more positive value to their own sex. This more

positive telf=image May reflectsociety's greater sensitivity

to sexism and a more positive perception of the role of women.

One-third of the women participating in a recent survey indicated

a preference for a 'nontraditional, androgynous parenting role.

4 In the report card,
t we reported t4t women's athletic' budgets

in 1978 -79 were only 18 percent of.men's budgets. But seen in

perspective, a pasitive trend is apparent: In 1974, this figure

was only 2 percent. Moreover, the number of fekales participating
in athletics has increased 570 percent between 1970 and 1980:

In 1958, the labor force_participation rate of women stood at

33 percent; by 1980 it had reached 50 percent. Although most

women are still overrepresented in low-paying jobs, barriers

are falling as some' women are entering higher level positions

previously held only by men.

These new findings are encouraging, but many barrierS Still exist. For

example, as far back as 1946, studies documented the extensive sex bias in

textbooks. Momen.were frequently omitted, and when included, were portrayed

in stereotypic roles. In response to these studies and to the voices of

criticism, the publishing companies issued guidelines designed_to help

authors and editors avoid sexist portrayals. But recent analysis of school

textbooks has disclosed:that the number of male-centeredstories has increased

rather that decreased. Minority females remain almost nonexistent. Language

is not so blatantly_masculine, few women are pictured wearing aprons; but
schoolbooks are still telling stories in which few w nen find a place.



Change seldom comes easy or fast. There are few quiCk and dirty tricks

that will break down barriers that have "existed for centuries. Identifying_

the problem is only the first step. Inbany_ways, it is the easiest step to

take. The real challenge and opportunity belong to teachers.

When teachers become aware of the nature -and costs of sex bias in.schools,

they can make an important difference in the lives of their students. Teachers

can change the report card or even make it obSolete. They can make sex equity

become a reality fur children in our-schools. Then tomorrow's_children, boys

and girls, need not suff6y from the limiting impact of sex-role stereotyping.



SELF-ASSESSMENT: IS THERE A DOUBLE STANDARD IN YOUR CLASSROOM?

Use the list of items belob to rate yourself and rq-er to.it, as often as -------

appropriate, ,as a checklist and a reminder. Most importantly, think about

your respons6s, e.g. how do you really feet about this and why; are there

p other behavior) patterns which indicate that your thinking may be stereotyped.

Do you call attention to your students' sex by calling them "boys and girls,

"ladies an
I

gentlemen"?

2. Do `you imply that_males are more significant than females .by using the male

pronoun generically (e.g.: "Each student must complete his assignment by

next week."

3. Do you ask boys to dO heavy work and perform executive duties, while girls
do light work and secretarial chores (e.g.: boys move furniture, girls

distribute papers)?

4. Do you react negatively to boys who wear jewelry or long hair, or"to girls

who wear slacks or dungarees?

5. Do you plan different activities or different adaptations of the same

activity for girls and for boys?

Does your classroom have'any sex-separate areas, lists, or bulletin board

sections?

7. Do you ever arrange students by sex ?'

a. In separate girls' and boys' lines?
b. In class'eoom seating?
e. For class photographs ?_
d. For' class activities, by pairing or geouping girls and boys separately ?.

e. At tafeteria tables or .in auditoriums?
f. For spelling, pees or other competitions?
g.: For :sports activities? Cheerleading?

8. It your registration file oe roll book arranged by sex?

9. Do you ,tend to direct verbal_and_artistic questions to girls; matheMatital

and-scientific questions to boys?

10: Do you expect girls to be neater.than boys?
o__

11. Do you tend to discipline girls verbally and leniently; but boys_physicallY:

and strictly?

12. Do you ever assign different colors to the Sexe$,as'in your'file.cards;

hallway passes, craft materials; or graduation robes? Do you tend to provide

darkersteonger" colors for boys, and lighter, "prettier" colors for girlS?

13. Do you tend to` 'ecommend different extracurricular activities .for

the) for boyS?

14. Do you ever prescribe special behavior_foP either sex; as in saying; "Bays

shouldn't4lit_gielti" or "Ladies before gentlemen"?

Refeeente: Geaht; Anne_i Venture Beyond_Stereot
Concerned' About Sex -role Stereutvaimm; 1979i.pq 27;'

A ,1 II. Teachers,
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DIRECtIONS:

BriefZy .discuss sex_bias; the following comments and examples

may help:

Sexism is a form of prejudice. It means prejudging and

stereotyping a perSon on the basis of_gender instead of

seeing that person as an individual. Just...at a racist

person judges someone on the basis of race, aSexist
person labels an individual according to hit'or her--

Such persons assume that by knowing one's gender, you

automatically know something_ about that perSon's.abilities, ----------

limi_ations,_interesis or personality.

Originally, "sexism referred to the attitudes and practices

-against women; today, sexism refers to men as we'll. Here

are some common examples:.

FORMING SEPARATE LINES FOR BOYSAND.GIRLS

ASKING BOYS TO CARRY HEAVY BOOKS

USING 011RASES SUCH AS "CUTE, SWEET GIRLS" OR

"TOUGH, STRONG BOYS"

-- SAYING "SK CAN STUDY AS WELL AS A BOY CAN"

BELIEVING IN A DOUBLE STANDARD

USING "HE" WHEN THE REFERENT CAN ALSO BE 'A FEMALE

The -best way to .remove= sex bias is through 'knowing the

difference between fact and myth. ,

To help students deveZop skills in identifying instanePes of sex

bias and sex discrimination in the classroom, read each of the

examples on the next page carefully and discuss whether or not

sex bias is present-and what steps can possibly be taken to

eliminate it.

Suggested alternate activity:

The teacher 1,s to ibehave in a sex biased

manner for appPoximately 10 minutes in

order to have the student experience sex

bias. The examples in this sex bias in

the classroom may be used as a starting
point. The teacher should have fun with

this role-playin4 activity; A class
discussion should follow.



IDENTIFYING SEX BIAS IN THE CLASSROOM kCONT"D)

"1 wantall boys up front where Ican see them. This class is not for

',goofing off.' WO are- going to work hard."

"Could I have a boy bring these textbooks to the

front office?"

"In this class, we will review the life of the caveman and

discuss man's discovery of fire and his development of tools."

"Spelling bee time! Boys to the right, girls to the left. This

will be an exciting contest."

We will be using the drill press today. Both boys and girls will have an

-equal chance to work on it, but I.do not want any girl& going near the

machine-until I have demonstrated how it operates."

. "The results of the standardized math achievement teStare very encouraging.

We may even have some future women mathematicians in this class!"

7-.----Taday in-gym class we are doing some basic exercises; starting With pushups.

Everybody on the floor. I want the boys to,show the girls how.to do a real

pushup."

"8. "As part of our ifuttire,careerS'' program we will be listening to four.speakers

tomorrow morning: Mr. Jacobs-will discuss the carpentry trade; Mr. Phillips,,

the field of 'mbdical technology;-Dr:,t-Roberts; the role of the physician in

today's medicin'e; and Morgan; the P-iiiblems_of the small,Andependent

businessman."

"Now class, I know some of you are upset about your grades but you

better next, test, I'm sure. Sally -- no need to worry, you are a natural.

Great job! But Bob, really, you will just have to study; you 'cannot learn

-by osMosis, you know!".

_

Reference': Susan,.AFatr_Shot/AnEqual. Chance; 1980i.pp. 3=14.

=11.=



THE. °PIE EC HA-S,Si_
N 6 .THE CARPENTRY CAPER

DIRECTIONS:

Distribute "The Home Ec:Ilassie" and the"Carpentry_daper" on the

following pages. After students have finished reading each brief-
story,.'conduct.a,clast discussion.

a. Tett students that thi.s stony demonstnates one way that choots
cxentjoAssune on students to confioAm to zex 'tote steeotypes.
In what others ways can ichoobs cteate on neinpnce 'sex nate.'

steneotypez? . .

What ate some of the negative consequences o6 sex note steneotyping?

c. What can schoots do to encourage students to avoid sex note
steneotypiRg?

Review with the ctazs haw the chatacteiiz in the stony' beet and

behave._ Then; ask_ students to tank-ondex each o6 the
chanactens ptomthe one they adnue most to the one ,they admike;

teast._ Ask setected students to shake then /tank onderts and to.

exptain the nationate lion theit.Aatings.

Reference: Sadker; David, Being a A' Unit ni instructional Activities
on-M& e_Rola_Sterentypingr,,1977, p. .14



Bert, Alan, and Al ika are each, members of the high school football

team. They_are also practical boys who think that it is important to

be self-sufficient and know how to take care of themselves. They want

to learn about cooking, sewing, arid child care,. so they consider enroll-

ing in the school 's home economics, course. They also think home ec may .

give them training for a variety, of future careers.

They take their schedules of selected, courses: to the guidance coun-

selor Who does' not_ react 'favorably 'tO their taking_ home economics. "Why

do you want to bother with hothe ec? You'll probably get married' and

haVe all the 'cooking and sewing taken care of for you." Despite. the_

.guidance .counselor's remarks, the boys enroll in the _home-economics clasi;

They expect to take some kidding, but they are surprised :the intensity

' of the,reaction. _ One of their football. teammates Craig' leads.' a_ group_ of

students in- continually, teasing 'and badgering them:_ Craig starts 'a fad

of "happy homemaker" jokes, pins aprons on the boys' uniforms, and calls

the boys thesewing circle."
. _

.
Bert's girlfriend, Lori has..always: enjoyed the Prestige, of 'going oUt ;

with a star football player.. This_new turn: of events_ is_ not at all to .

her 1 iking; She doesn't want to,--be associated:With _the butt of a joke_,

and she says that if Bert doesn't ,quit: home ec, she's going to quit him.

The football _coach -is, upset by all the problems that _this _hortie .

economics_ course is cauting. He feel s it ,is responsible for

team. kitale ,and _calls_ the...boys. in for..a conference. :11:0.0k" he -says,

"Up running a football team, not a: sewing circle. NoW\why ..don't_ you

drop the.: home ec course before this hapPy_homemaker thin gets out_ of .

hand:" When the school' principal hears of the .issue,._she.\.makeS it 'olea..r

to the bdys that they have .a right to take home ec and 'she 'will support

that right.: .

Bert is shook up by_ the. happy=homemaker hassl decides it's not.

worth., upsetting the_ coach and the teamijand 'drops. the ,courSe'.1 Alan con=-

cl udep ..that he. real ly _wants to take home economics He_ decides to ignore

the teasing and stay -in -the class.. .Alika,is,so angry _aboUt the .prestUre

being put on him that he quits the--Tfooth011, teaM,and..-joins a'-group of .

high school :Students. who are ,forming a new club .for 'Men's: and women's,
.



Sandy, Leilani and Tina are each members- of the high .school's most

popular female social club. They Are also practical girls who think it

is ,important to be self-sufficient and know how to take care offthem-

selves. They want to be able tb make repairs around the,house.4nd build

simple furniture; so they cohsidered enrollingAn the school's Woods

courser They also think that Woods,may expose them to tools and skills

useful in a number-of future careers.

They take their schedules of'selected courses to the guidance cairn-

selor who does not react favorably to their taking Woods. "There are

so many things to take that'are important for you," he says. "Why-do

you want to bother with Woods? You'll probably get married and have_

all the-repairs taken care of for you." .
Despite the guidance counselor's

J remarks, the girls enroll in the Woods class.. They expect to take some

kidding, but4they are surprised by the intensity of the reaction. One

of -their fellow social club members, Jennifer, leads several of the

other club Members In continually-teasing and hassling them. Jennifer

starts a fad of "hard hat" jokes, puts nails and screws in.their lockers

and on their desks, and calls the girls the "construction crew."

Sandy's boyfriend,' Tony, haS. always enjoyed the prestige of going

with one of the most popular girls in school. This nevi turn of events_

is not at all to,his liking. He doesn't want to be associated with the

butt of a joke; and he says that if Sandy doesn't quit Woods, he's going

to quit her.

The social club advisor is upset by all the problems that this Woods

course,is causing. She calls together the 3 girls-to stop the friction

among the members. "Look," she says, "I'm advising a social club, not a

construction crew. Now, why, don't you drop the Woods class before this

hard hat thing_gets out of hand." When the school principal hears of the

issue, she makes it clear to the girls that they hive a right to take Woods

and she will support that right. .

Sandy is shook up by the construction -crew hassle 'and decideS it's

not worth upsetting the advisor_and club members so she drops the course.

Leilani concludes that she really wants-to-take Woods. She decides to

ignore the teasing and stay in the class.. Tina'is so'angrabout the

pressure being put on her that she gulls the social club and\joins a

group of high school students who are forming .a new,club for men's and

women's libc Won.



DIRECTIONS:

Read The Case f Pat to the class.

Discuss the case with the clAs.

"The Case of Pat"

Pat is just graduating from high school. Five foot

nine, trim and athletic; Pat has excelled in trac,k,
-Winning several intra-mural competitions. Pat is also
a school leader; vice-president of the senior class, and .
extremely popular with bah male and female students.
With not too much effort, Pat has'managed to graduate
tenth in a class of 200; To the surprise of both' friends
and family, Pat has decided not to go on to college, but

to work as an apprentice electrician instead.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

How do you feel about Pat's decision?

Did you consider Pat to be a male or a female? Why?

If _Pat had been a male (female) mould you havtresponded
differently? .

o

Do you think college is desirable for all males with the

ability to completes college curriculum? For all females?

ReferenCe: .Stebbins, et a

17,

sr-3x Fairness Career Guidance, 1975, pp. -57:



DIRECTIONS:

oit3RO: PLEnttY

Uhedii-cththle the followingtooi,ds in the left hand column- to. Sex fair

labels. Words in the right hand 661i:L'ink are the related
J.;',..xist terms.

1 SUNRSEBPO (busboy)

. ELERSNOPASS (salesgiAL)

3. RIFE GETHRIF (fireman)

4. COLIPE WCEOF (policeman)

5. GLIHFT NEDATANTT (stewarde64)

6. PACHIRONERS (chairman)

7. LAMI RARICER (mailman)

8. HAMEMOEK (housecaL6e)

9. FRUSEE CLECOLORT. (rubbishman)

10. FRAD1'SPROSEN (draftsman)

DIS&JSS1nN QUESTIONS:

_ How do sexisttermso-r-i-ginate?

Is it impOrtant to use:sex fair terms?

Is language changing to reflect changes in society? What are examples

Of this?
4

Note: For additional background,on lenguage usage, refer to articles in the

Appendices.

Reference: Shimokawa,-Janice, McKinley High'School, 1982.



KEY:

WHAT'S IN A WORD - ANSWER KEY

3usperson

S41.esper'scin

Fire Fighter:,;

PoliceOfficer

Flight Attendant

plajTpen7S-on'

Carrfer

'Homemaker

Refose C011ettOr

Draftsperson

-17-
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DIRECTIONS:

Read aioUd the _12 statemente; AS each is read, students should

vote "yes" "no" on whether the 'Statement is biased.

Conduct a cZassPdisdUssion on the statements and. views Of the

students;

Try to reach cZass consensus,

t 1. BOYS ARE BETTEReMECHANICS THAN GIRLS. 4

2. GIRLS AND BOYS LIKE MANY OF THE SAME ACTIVITIES.

3. GIRLS ARE BETTER STUDENTS THAN BOYS.

4. BOYS ALWAYS_HAVE MORE SELF-CONTROL THAN GIRLS.

5: SHOULD OBEY SCHOOL RULES.

6. HOME ECONOMICS IS-FOR GIRLS.

7. AWISSION PRtCE IS $1.50FOR EACH. COUPLE; $1.00 FOR SINGLES.

8. ALL VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS ARE OPEN TO BOTH BOYS AND GIRLS.

9. SCHOOL IS MORE IMPORTANT FOR BOYS-THAN GIRLS.

10. WOMEN MAKE BETTER NURSES.

II; WOMEN MAKE BETTER TEACHERS THAN MEN DO:

12, SCIENCE IS TOO COMPLICATED FOR GIRLS.
9

Reference: TABS, Aids for Ending Sexism_in School, Vol. V. No ;2, 1982.

-18=
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DIRECTIONS:

Have students verti
each columrrfrom on
titled "male," the
ferring to a male,
descriptive word or
to do the same. for

When the exercise i
language has on our

call_y_ft_ld-asheet of paper in half and number
e to eight; The left hand column should be
other "female." Then for aaCh_statement re;7:
ask them to write. in the "male" bolumnthe first
slang term that comes to mind. _Ask students
the Statements referring to females.

s over, discuss the results and the impact that
thoughts and behaviors.

Male/female statements are in mixed order as follows:

1. Unmarried'45 year-old men. Unmarried 4S year-old women.

2. Females who dominate their family. Males who dominate. .

3. Males who are outspoken 'with their opinions. .Fe_a.les who
outspoken. . .

4. Wives who boss their spouses. Hilsbands who boss.

S. A teenage boy who is unmarried and sexually active. A teenage
girl who is,unmarried. . .

are

A teenage girl who drinks, tells dirty jokes,
teenage boy who. . .

or swears.

7. A man who excels in sports. A woman who. . .

8. A woman whose job is cleaning house and cooking.

Reference:

A man Whose.

dark, Linda, "Jack and Ji11'Fight Back "; SRA_Relps__You_Handle
Stereotyping, Vol. 1, No. 1., 1975.

-19-



DIRECTIONS:

1 DiVide class into _small groups;

9 Ask each to.discass and complete the "Opinionnaire" on the
following page.

3. Assign a different color marker to each group;

4. On a large master chart Of the ranking scale (stronglei4ree
to strongly disagree).; ask each group to_record_their,retpentet
with the color marker.. This will show where-;and how the groups
differ in their answers;

Option: Duplicate the "Opinionnaire" for overhead projection.

5: After the students have_completed the recording ortheir
answers.; discuss.their findings.

BACKGROUND MATERIALS:

Use_th6_fdlloWing fact sheet "The- Myth and the Reality" as background

t familiarize'yourself with the issues and responses: The information

on the fa6t sheet will also enable you to help students think through
the value=-1aden questions and answers which may arise;

NOTE:

Do not draw co elusions for the students. Let them look
of the issues and draw their own conclusions.

both sides



birections:

MYTH VERSUS REALITY

OPinionnaire

each item. Indicate whether or not you agree or, disagree
appropriate number.with the statement by marking the

onglly Undecided StrOngly
rep' Agree Disagree disagree

iO 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

I I

I- r V i

Lo 7' 6 5 4 3
I-. ---

1. A woman's place is in the

2; Wc;inen are not seriouslyattached to the-labor force; that
is, they work only for extra "pin money."

3. Women are absent ,from work more than men because of
.illneSs; therefore; they cost the company more

4. Women don't work as many years or as regularty as men;
their training is costly; and largelY wasted:

5. When women work, they deprive men of job CIVOr.=
tunities; therefore, women should quit those jobs, they now.-
hold.

6< Women shoUld stick:to "women's jobs"
A

should not
_

compete for "men'sjobs."

7. Women don't want responsibility on the- job; they would
prefer not to have promotions or job changes which add to
their load.

8: Children of working mothers, are more likely to become
juvenile delinquents than children of non working
mothers.

t

9. Men don't jlike to work for women supervisors.

10 Housewives are happy women:

11. Educati6n is wasted bn women.

12: Women have a higher turnover and absenteeism rate
than Olen.

13: Women get married, then quit work.

O



FACT SHEET: THE MYTH AND REALITY

THE MYTH

1. A woman's place is in
the home.

. Women aren't seriously
attached to the labor
force; they work only
for "pin money."

3. Women are out ill more
than male workers, they

-cost the company more.

4; Women don't work as long
or as regularly as their
male co-workers; their
training is costly--and
largely wasted.

THE REALITY

Homemaking is no,longer a full-time_jcib. Goods .

and services. formerly produced_in.the:home-are
now commercially available;JaborsavinT-deViceS
have lightened or eliminated, much work around
the home.

Today half of all women.between 113and 64 years
of_age areInthe_labor force, where they are.
making iiisubstantial contribution to the growth
of thd.Nation's economy. Studies show that 9
out of 10 girls will work outside the home at
some time in their lives.

Of the 31_111-I:Ilion women in the labor fOrce,in
March:1970, nearly half'were_morking because,
of pressing econornicneed. They were either
'single ;, widowed, divorced, or Separated or had.

.

-husbands. whose incOmesWere-=ltstTthan$3,000 a_

year. Another,5..7 'million were married and had
husbands with_incomes between $3,000 and $7,000
--_incompS.Whichi_by and large, did not meet the
criteria established by the_Bureau of Labor.
Statistics .for even_a low standard of living for:
an urban family of four.

A_retent Public_ SerVice.study shows little
difference in the absentee rate due to illness
or.injury: 5.9 days a year for women compared
With 5.2 'for men:

While' it is true that many'women leaVe work for
marriage and children; this absence is only tem-
porary for the majority of them. They:return .
when the children are in school. Despite this_
break in employment; the' average woman worker 'has_'.
a worklife expectancy of 25_years:as compared with
43 years for the_average_male worker:=The single
woman averages 45 years in the labor:force.

Studies on labor turnover indicate that net
ference for:men and woman is generally small

T.

...



THE MYTH AND THE REALITY (CONT'D)

'THE MYTH

5. Women take jobs away
from men; in fact, they
ought to quit those
jobs they now hold.

6. Women should stick to
"women's jobs" and
shouldn't_compete for
"men's jobs."

7; Women don't want re=
sponsibility ori the job;
they dorOt want promotions
or job changeS which add
to their load.

8. The_employment of mothers
leads to juvenile
delinquency.

THE REALITY

The 1968 rates for accessions and separations_in
anufacturing for men and women were 4.4 and 5.6,
id 4.4 and 5.2,,respectively, per 100 employees.

There were 31.5 million women in tklabor force
on the average in 1970. The number of unemployed
men'was 2.2 million. If all the women stayed home
and the unemployed men were placed in the jobs,
held by women, there would be 29.3 million unfilled

jobs.

Mbreover, most unemployed men do not have the
education or the skills to qualify for the jobs
held bywomen, such as secretaries, teachers,
and nurses.

_

In addition, the majority of the 7 million single

women in the labor force support themselves, and

nearly all of the 5.9 million widowed, divorced,
or separated women working or seeking work-support
themselves and their familes. They also ned jobs.

Jobs, with- extremely rare-exceptions, are sexless.

-Women are found in all of the 479 Occupations
listed in the 1960 decennial census. Tradition
rather than job content has led to labeling certain

jobs as women's and others as men's. For example,

although few women work as engineers, studies show

that two=thirds as many, girls as boys have.an
aptitude for this kind of work.

Relatively few womerrhave been offered positions
of responsibility. But when given.these opportu-
nities, women, like men, do cope with job respon-
.sibilities in addition to personal or family
responsibilities. In 1970, 4.3_Million women held

professional and technical jobs; another 1:3 million

worked as nonfarm managers, officials, and-pro-
prietors. Many others_held_supervisory jobs at all

levels in offices and factories.

Studies show that many factors must be considered
when seeking the causes of juvenile delinquency.

Whether or not a Mother is employed does not
appear to be a determining factor.

These studies indicate that it is the quality of

a mother's care rather than the time consumed in

such care which is of major significance.



THE MYTH AND THE REALITY (CONT D) -

THE MYTH

9. Men don't nice XP work
for 1,tomeTi

10. Housewives are happy
-women.

1 . Education is wasted on
women.

12. Women have a higher
turnover and absentee-
ism rate than men.

THE REALITY:

Most men who complain about women sy5ervisors

have never worked for a woman. A

In one study where at least three-fourths of both

the male and female respondents (all excecutives)
had worked with women managers; -their evaluation
of women in management was favorable. On the

other hand, the study showed a traditional/cultural

biaS among those who reacted unfavorably to women

as managers.

In another surveXin which 41 percent of the firms

indicated they hired women executives, none rated

their performance as unsatisfactory: 50 percent

rated them adequate; 42 percent rated them the

same as their predecessors; and 8 percent-rated

them better than their predecessors.

Wives are sixty times more likely to become
depressed than single women.

Nine out of 10 young women will spend 25 or
more years working. The more education a woman
has, the more likely she is to work.

Numerous studies have found that turnover and
absenteeism were more related to the level of
job than Sex. There is a higher turnover rate
in less rewarding jobs, regardless of the sex
of employees.

13. Women get married and
quit work.

Sixty percentof working women are married, and
one=third of all mothers work.-

Numbers 1 thru 9 furnished by U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Standards

AdminiStratidn; Women's Bureau; Washington, D.C. 20210.

Reference: Educational Challenges, Inc., Today's Changing Roles: _An Approach

to Non-Sexist Teaching, p. 101.



DIRECTIONS:

Clre le the correct answer.

ey-xrati

1. Women make up of the nation's paid work arca,

22% b. 41% c. 54%

2; -- :

.of.American womereen the ages 18 and 64 are employed outside

the home; ----

. 41% bi- ff34%
. ei 54%

. .

_ .

Of American men between the ages 18 and 64 are employed outaid the

home.

a; 74%

The average
work force.

a. 11:4

woman

b. 86% c. 91%

in the U.S today can expect to.spend

22;9' . 31.

5. The average an in the U.S. today can expect to spend,

'work force;

a. 36 b.- 42 c. 51

6. Out of-eyery 10 young women in high school today;

outSideltheir homes at some Pbint in their lives'.

5 IV. -7.4 c., "9 .

7. Both husband and wife work in ofthe'hation's marriages.

a 35% b. 47% C. 28%.

_

.years the

years in the

'Will work for pay

A woman who has children can expect to work for pay for years of her life.

b. 9-13a, '56 c. 15-25

out of every 10 girls now in, high school will be tasponsibl6'for

supporting themselves'and. their children.

a. 4 b. 0, c. 8

Var every $1.00 employed, Men'earniemployed women earn

.a. 95c. b.- 76 59c

Il; Most men and women work for 'the same, reason: ,economic necessity.

b. Falsea. True

12. By the year 2000:Men and women are expected to be participating in the paid

force, in approximat'61y equal numbers.

. True b. False

34



Answers

7.

10. _c

STUMP THE EXPERTS ANSWER KEY

.

Tadaiiare 41 percent of theAiaid work force.

Fifty4k0Or'pertent Of all American women between Age
18 and 64 are employed for pay-Outside the hoMe.

For _American men of the same age group, the percentage

is 91.

The average young
her home for 22;9
fOrtejor: 40

30

'1

woman today, can expect to work outside

years. "She will be in ihe pAlavOk'
years. ifrshe is single
years. if she marries but has no children

'The average young man, today can expect. to be in the paid,

Work force for 42 years.

9 out of 10 young women now_in high school will work for

pay, at some time in their lives;./6 out of 10 will work

full-time outside their homes for at least 30 years.

47' percent of all marriedcouples_inthe U.S..are;noW-'

.composed of a husband and a.wife both working for pay

outside the home.

A woman can expect towork:between 15 and 25 years'

depending on the number of.Childrenlhatahe has:'.

(

k out of 10 young- women now in high school: will_become.

heads Of families;_they-bay=bi-entlrely-responaible-fdr--
'their OWn financial support and for the support of7theit

children.. : ',

Women working _for pay full-time
for every dollar that,,meri,;earn;

average yearly incomesi:Of=niales

pay has increased over the past

year round. eartionly 59-
the'differehte between the
and females working for
20 years..

11E 68 percent of all womenwOiking forpay today work for

etcnOmic heed; theysup'Oct themsel*-ee or their families,

or they supplement the inCOmes:ofhusbandawho earn S9A00

cr,less a year.

Note:

a

For additional
in the appendic

Mattheras
1978; pp;)

:
By the year 2,000; if'nOt before,,men and women will be
:participating in the paid work force in approximately

equal numbers;

information on the
es;

Martha and MaUre,
6-t,19;

above items,

Shirley, Try

-26-
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DIRECTIONS:

DiVide_the alezt8in.to'smalZ grpups. Eagh, group will be given, the
ollowzng questions to. discuss and then report ba6k to tie' class.

1. What sex is the Cookie Monster on Sesame Street?

2. Name one product advertised in a very masculine manner.

3. Name one woman on television who is portrayed as a "typical" feMale.

List one songtitle that represents a sex bias.

What comic strip character is the "typical" male or female?

Why,are cats usually referred to as she and dogs as he?
.

7. List one reason why girls in high school should not play strenuous sports.
. .

8.. Give one example of a_sitUation'where men and women are usually treated
differently because of sex. _

What career would you hesitate to recommend to females because of sex bias?

. 10_ What career would you hesitate to recommend to' malet.becaute of sex bias?

'11., What fairy tale emphasizes sex bias ?; -

12. Name one magazine that is considered, sexist.

Reference: Slater, Shirley, Sex Equity in Vocational Education: Teaching/

Learning Materials, 1978, p.

=27=
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DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS

_Break into pairs and liSt_several answers to complete_each sentence;,
When the_reSponSes have all been recorded, share these with the
entire class.

I zee myzet6 in eive yeaaz az

zg.e olyzetii in ten yeaAz a

Mone than anything etzei I want
11

The thingz T took Olt in a Wend ase

The bezt thing I Zike about myzetli iz

The thing I want ?no/Le than anything aze in the wated-

4, ThE th,thg I.;tove more than.anyhing e s,e in the wolild .us

I_-
I get upzet whe I zee a boy

I,get upset when ee a giAt

a,g6eietyiteache4 boys they zhodtd

Soc-iety teachez iatz they 4houZd

I:have teali.ned that boyz zhoatd never

I have teained that giAbs 4houtd nevea'

y

Reference: Riley, Susan, A-Fair Shot/An__Equal__Umuace, 1980, . 12.

-28- 33



DIRECTIONS FOR 'STUDENTS:
j

DiScuss_the fo.ZZOWing questions in small groups.
share the- group's :with the entire telass.

!.

Upon
/

. P

The_respOnSeS to and discussion on 'brziee questions Will enable

individuals to become aware of their own sexist attitudes.

1. Do I generally praise a' boy for being big and strong

2. Do I pity girls who are unable or unwilling to be fashionable?

Do I draw attention to boys wearing long hair?'

Do I ever tell a girl that she dresses like a boy?

Do I generally show acceptance to:boys who are athletic
rather'than to;those who `are artistic?.

6. Do I ever comment on girl's behavior by saying She ac s sp
boyish?

-

7. Do I tease boys for being sissy?

labk of athletic opportunitieS8. Do I notice the
for girls

/

when there are usually plenty of boys? I

9. Do I ever discourage a girl from entering non-traditionala

career?

10. Do I react negatively to the limited activities provpded for' boys

in the areas of art, drama; and dance?

1,1. Do I protest when a class activity requires the segregation
of males and females?



HOW SEXI ST AM I ? (CONT D)

12. DoI use slang such as jobkitOmbOyi Chick =broad!?

Do I really believe that a girl 's first priority today must be p

for marriage and children?

arming

Do I protest when I notice that there- are more scholarship opportunities

-for boys than there are for girls?

15. Do I expect boys to be more mechanieally ihblihed than girls?

.-
1 ;

K.,

,

Reference: Riley, Susan; A FairShot/An Equal Chance- .1980; pp. L27.

7 O



DIRECTIONS::-

Instruct tke students to call out adjectives or phrases which
describe what they consider to be the ideal adolescent. Be sure
not to specify the sex of this hypothetical person. When all the
words have been written on the board, _repeat the exercise for the
ideal male adolescent, then fcr the ideal female adolescent.
Label each group of words with the appropriate designation.

DISCUSSION. QUESTIONS:

. Discuss the diffe-rences in the descriptions.

Why are such distinctions made?

what is the value of such categorizing?

Do such ideal persons exist?

Reference Clark; Linda; "Jack -and Jill Fight Back"; $RA Helps You Handle
Stereotyping; Vol.; NO; 1 ,i 1975. - I



u See 'self?

DIRECTIONS:

1. Pass out one 'copy of the following activity sheet to each
student. Point out that this is a self-analysis --there's
no pass or fail, no right or wrong, and you won't be collecting
the papers.

2 Have students score their own tests by adding the scores for
the odd numbers, then for the even numbers.

° 1

3. Dilcuss:
To_whatextent do you' think .that the mails with odd numbeAs
make up' a steaeotype ion what .-L4 expected 66 boys? Even
numbeAs gok.what L expected co6 gin Pis

In what way.oane. these stekeotypes changing?

IS thene any neat 4A-azot why any 06 these Chakactetistics
shoded be tabeZed "masateinen 04 "6eminine"?

Do most peopee have some chwzactuasti.cs likom each caumn?

What pkobeems might you encouritet4.6 you wv.e pkedominantey
sweet, gentee, tendet, sensitive? What i6 you wete mainty
ago.essive, dominant and competitive?

.eate. a dteam, pelLsonaZity. LiSt the ten quatities you
tkink muutd make an ideat peuon. Vo you know anyone like
t ?.

COMMENTS:

Be ready for remarks about homosexuality in a senior high class. Point

out that homosexuality is a sex preference, not a personality, trait.'
Focus discussion on the idea that a person with a good balance of
'personality traits may get along better than someone whose makeup is
.mostly-described by one column or the other.

-32-



ANDROGYNY TEST: HOW DO YOU SEE YOURSELF.

ACTIVITY SHEET

-DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

Using the following numbers score yourself 1, 2, 3 or 4 for each
of the,twenty adjectives describing personality. An analysis of
the test is given on the next page

1. usually not or rarely
2. occasionally or sometimes
3. often-dr usually
4. quite often or very much

Column_IL

1. AGGRESSIVE *AFFECTIONAT

.

3. AMBITIOUS 4. COMPASSIONATE

5. ASSERTIVE 6. GENTLE

7. ATHLETIC 8. LOVING'T6 CHILDREN

9. COMPETITIVE 10. LOYAL

11. DOMINANT 12. SENSITIVE TO OTHERS

13. FORCEFUL 14. SYMPATHETIC

L15: INDEPENDENT 16. TENDER

17. SELF-RELIANT 18. UNDERSTANDING

19; WILL TAKE A STAND i 20 WARM



ANDROGYNY TEST: HOW DO YOU SEE YOURSELF (CONT/D)

DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING:

To analyze your personality perceptions through the androgyny test, first

add up thenumbersin Column I, then in Column II.

Now compare th6 two scores. If there is a difference of more than 10

points, your personality (as you see it) is weighted predominantly with the

stereotypes of the column with the 10+ points. Column I contains common

characteristics of the male stereotype and Column II, the female stereotype.

Reference: Calabrese, Marylyn E. et al, The Tredyffrin/Easttown Program: A
Comprehensive Model for Public School Distrirts, 1979, pp. 99-102.



DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS/i

Consi'derwho_performS each hoUsekold task in-your present home and
Wh-d7w" do it in your own home when you are an adult;. Mark M for

e and F for female.'

Class discussion shoUld follow;.

Present FutUre _ _

Household Household Chore

Washing dishes

Mowing the lawn

Taking but the trash

Sweeping and mopping.

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS:

Ironing clothes

Fixing electrical appliances

Taking care Of the baby or children

Cooking meals

Starting the outdoor grill (hibachi) fire

Washing the car

Buyirig clothing

Paying bills

Grocery shopping

Cleaning the' bithroom

Car repairs and general maintenance

Household* repairs

How/woutd you hanactetize those tazizz which you tabetted as iemate7
How &bout these you tabetted mate ?. A/Le therte.any dig4enenees between
the Aezponzibititiez in you& ptezent home az companed to your:_ 6utute

hoM-e? Ate the nezponzibititiez 'none 'sex zteteotyped in eithet home?
ye', which one? Why?.

Reference: Freitas, Sharon, Nanakuli High 5chool, 1982;



(D):1:211ons A1341721:4: 23(t)liS

DIRECTIONS:

Have the students individually complete "Opinions About
Boys and Men" on the next page. -Thenhold a group
discussion centered on their responses.

You might begin the discussion of specific questions by

first asking for q tally of the responses and then

exploring the reasons why students agreed or disagreed

with the statements. There mayalso-be.Statements which

elicited particularly strong responses. In this case, you

migkt ask students to select those statements which they

would like to discuss first. There is no need to discuss

all the statements; in fact, it is likely that al few.

statements will generate very lengthy and perhaps animated

discussions. In some cases, you may want to compare the

boys' and girls' responses:

,t7

Reference:' Thompson, Doug, As Boys_8ecomeJlen: Learning NeWMale Roles,

1980, pp.



OPINIONS ABOUT BOYS AND MEN

DIRECTIONS:

Circle the _number a-etWee1 and which bei eradicates whether you
agree or diSagree_With:each of the following statements; -Circle

"5" strongly dOiee4 and i-4 ".2", "3", "4" for responses in
.between.:

1. Men should -be expected to make a living
for their families.

2. Boys.shouId_compete in sports because
"it will make men of them."

3: Boys should learn basic skills in taking
care of themselves, such as cooking,
sewing, repairing things.

Boys understand math better than girls.

5 Wn are very emotional.

67 It's okay for a man to 'be a homemaker
while his wife works at a job to
support both of them.

7. is more important for a bay to go to

college than it is for a girl to go to
--c011ege.

I

Both girls and boys should have,courses
in school to help them learn to be good
parents.

9. There are some jobs around the house
which are more natural for Men to do.

10. 'Boys shouldn't cry. They need to be

strong instead.

11. It's important for a woman to stay-home
ands -take care of her husband and children.

12. Girls are stronger than boys.

13. Boys aren't very good babysitters.

14. When it comes to washing and ironing
clothes, women do a better job than men.

=37=
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DIRECTIONS:

.Discusz TV characters with the d agg. Stimulate discussion-by
bringing magazine pictures Of TV characters' to clasi or rad-E-ng

a few TV program desci,ipti6n6:-

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

Name and dizeuzz- a 4teteotype mate TV
chaltacteA. /4 he the matn chwtaetet?
to he tezpected? oes he have a
cezpo_ivsibte job?

Name and dize.ii-tbe a. non-zteteotyped
Mate TV chwtaeteit. Giaa it diaicatt

o thtniz o6 many? It he the main
ehatactet? It he xezpected on

putidown? 'Dom he have a teoponzibte
job? 14 he a comieat chazaatex?

Name and dezenibe a ztvLeotype Semate
TV chanactut.. 14 zhe the main
chaiLactvi?

Name and deisgiabe a non-hteiLeotyped
enate TV chaAaeteit.. Id the the matn.

ehatactet? How ta 4he dtiietent 64om
the zteneotype. 6emette chcitactet?

Ate they chatactuo -',&14:LOA. to peak
peopee you know? Do they teptemnt
peopee at .they cute -fit the )teat woidd?



DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

Divide into_small:groupd.. _Each group will develop Abby!s.
--r-espons'-e--1'and shareboth their response as, well as tite reasons forit with.tha.dlass.

DeciA Abby,

I am engaged. to be mcvi.,U.ed next zuninie)t. Ju6 Ite:C:elptey :I mentioned to-.
my. boypr-Lend that I'm ,planning too&k . He got veity ctngity and 'said he
cowed earn enough money to .support to. What "showed "I do?

Giant to wort

2.. .Decut Abby,

I Put g/taduated Ptom k4h school -and I -got ..satraneit job ,cit a toCal bank.
I waz .shocked ,Cli2)covvt the bank pkeziden-ti who Ls, my bozzi .us a woman.
I tieee uncom6oIttabee tah'ing oitcle,t4 64.0m he)t.. Ain T. ping .to have tA.oubee
wokking lioic a :woman?

Signed,

.Won'Aied

3.' Dead. Abby,
.

I enjoy zpoikts and tove my woodwoithing Sometimez I /matey wilh
I had' been bone a eemes tce me that them are advantages to being
a man in today'z ward. Am I otazy? What do You think?

Signed;

Con6u.6ed



Peat Abby,

I need your opinion. My btothet and (v kqe have been making-these
stkange ptams -- he wite stay at home to cate 6ot theit new baby and she

wite enAote ass a cartpentees apprtentice. Isn't this most unusuae?

Dean Abby,

Signed,

Concikned 'S .tent

I eatn $12, 040 ass a tegat secketaky. My Iciance is emoting minimum wages

at the neighbothood zehvice station. He doesn't want me to continue my
job since he =Os to-be the main ptovidet. We ate atguing about this.
What can I say and-what 4hou'ed 1 do.

Signed,

Ttoubted

7. Dean Abby,

I think the houLehotd chotez >sham& be-di)sttibuted equatty,betWeen my

two sister:. and me. I have .to mow the Lawn, take out the gatbage and

waoh the cat. My sistert oney haps with the dishes. What showed /

tete-mgHparEents.

Reference:

S420,

TWin Mother:.

BuckmanKaren and-Pfeiffer, Catherine Ann, Little Bo-Peep Presents
peech, 1981, pp. 41-43.- inl



DIRECTIONS:

1. Divide the total class into oame=sex groups of three to four

students each.

Each group should imagine that they are the opposite Pex. They
are to brainstorm advantages of being that sex, record these
advantages on a sheet of paper and star the two that seem the
best. Groups wiZZ have five minutes to complete their task.

After five minutes, have the small. groups meet together as
a total group.

3. Ask each small group to, share with the total group the top two
dvantages of being the opposite sex.

Af er a smaZZ group reports what it thinks are the advantages
of eing the opposite sex, ask for feedback from the sex being
desc ibed. For example, if the small group is aZZ female and
they re reporting on what they think are the advantages of
being ale, turn to a group of males and ask: !'ghat is your

reactio to that? Do you consider those to be adziantaggs of
being ma e? What are the costs of those advantages? What
disadvantages are there to that?"

Finally, as1 the .:reporting group the following question:- "Is
there any reason you can't hai)o the advantage you described?"

If advantages) r vsted are all_,socsal--dtscuss advantages when
working. or_applying_fthr-a jab

Tollow the same procedure for each smalZ group:

Hdve an open class discuss on on .the e-advantages and -disadvantages.

.
. _

Reference: Wesner, Bitsy,_ed; TOWard Equality, publication date not given,
O; 151;



PECTIONSi 4
VALUE YOTING_=-,Tho students are asked the questions below._ After
each:queetion, participants indicate their_POsitiOn by_a show of

hande. Affirmative responses are indiCated by raised handss
dis,agreementindicated by arms 'folded ove Chests passing is
indicated by no action at

OPTIONAL DIRECTIONS;

The students will all stand in front of the class. An imaginary
line is drawn in the middZe of the'classroom. LabeZ one section'
"Yes" and the other section "Noa.°

As each question is asked, thelstudents will move,'to either side
of the tine to indicate their position.

QUESTIONS-.

HOW MANY OF YOU;c;

1 Think it:- should be o.k. for a_mant-o_stay at home as a hoUsq4usbandi

and for the wife to be the main breadwinner?

?. Would be offended if a date opened doorsi etc., for you? (Males - your

date opened-her own door.)

Would-feel somewhat uncotfOrtable if a female student. said that`she was

determined tO.beedte a heart specialist? A senator? President of the

United SiateS?

4; Have'ever wished that yod'had-jbeen-lhorn a member of the opposite-sex?7

5. Think that bon dislike-highly intelligent women?

62' Think that boys shouldn't play with dolls?

7". Sometimes play dumb when you are witha.grou0 of friends?

8, Sometimes play dumb in, Class?`
.-

9. Think that:boyd,should help with washing the,,dishesi Making beds and.
.

other housekeeping tasks?
,

\

10., Think that it is ti'k. 'for .giris to ask boys for dates?:

11. Would like to be Whistled at;When you walk down the street?
,

12. Think a woman shOuld marry a man who is smarter than she is?

13. Think a manshould marry diN Wbtan who is smarter than he IS?

14. Think it' is appropriate fora woman to work when she has pre-school-.

children? 1

15.- Would not like to work fora woman boss?

Reference: Wesner; Bitsq, ed., Toward Equality, n
PP; 46-47

42-
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Mhetc MY 5 Mee vP

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS: PART I

This activity has two parts to ft which-should be,completed withou
Part II is on the next pag. /.

interruption.

Cheek the thillgs in the appropriate oolumrz that you. ziou1e.no_
.z

FOR BOYS ONLY

Becoat6e I a =boy 7 would no :

coon 60 tt. .zAe

h ditshe,6 6oir a giA,e_

cr,Vz a g to pay
oil- a date

let a giAt pay lion. me on
a date

wean a dAes6 in a pZay

FOR GIRLS ONLY--'''

Beca.u.6e I am a gi,z,e I woad not:

/ smoke a pipe oit

an cuiteeius in Otont oi a boy

IZet a boy Kroh dk.she.6 6ort me,

pay my own ctrty. on a date

u6e hai4Apiay

.10eaA "speedo" "aim ttUnkis

cAy

pay ban. a boy, ais welte on a day

dAuss tike a man in a peay

wean. a necWe

fua a boy, belioite he lz,Z4sed me

beat a boy at a zpoitt

,tAy to join a boy'.6 te.ab on. team

cAy in ,6)tont oti a giitt

take home econorniez in
hoot

swertA in 6nont 6,6 a gine

tatk about zex in 6/wilt
6 a giAt

ha et giA.,E

!i;664 my 6OtheA

eadiAy a 94Ae'.6 puts'e 6ot hex

wean beads ox otheit jewebty

take an induistit,iiit curb cZa66 in
se.hoot.

sweat in itorrt of a boy

tatk about sex in 61Lont o6 a boy

h,a a boy

had my giirtOtiend's hand Pl pubV.c.,

phone a boy jwst to tath,

aisk a boy oat art a date'



-STUCK WITH MY STEREOTYPES. (CONT/D)

DIRECTIONS FOOTUDENTS: PART IF.

Now, check the -tivings.. on the appro riate list that you would nbt

want your boy' or'-girl friend to do. Discuss youP responses to
Part I. and Part'1; Do you have double standards?

FOR BOYS ONLY

1 wowed be Upze,t -414. ;,tn'Yi giAt 6A-Lend:

didn't caA.e. "mtAch about he 1. took.

Zpent a tot b time an hen,tobks

441-00t weak. any makeWP'

worm aurae/Ls in ptont oti me

coutdn't cook,

could beat me at Zome spoilt

was betteA a ftepaiiting things
than I

was physicattystAOAgex than /

eh han

got bettex Oa des than I.

had mme edUcatioeihan I

. had a tot moir.e. Mone.yt%than I

paid heA. way On date.4.,-

zometimez paid ion -o
.

smoked, a pipe on cigait

zwoll.e in Ptant o6 me

phoned me mane than,1 phdned heir.
1 7

made mort o6 ouit. de. -edi..64014

/
! )

a C

'1

FOR GIRLS ONLY

\
I w wed be upset my boy ISA-Lend:

didn't aim much abDwt hit took

V6pewit a to t: 06 tone on ha: Looks.

Woke cotogne an peitmed

cited in 6,tont ati me
.

ti.kid to sew oitt

wasn't good, at -spoAts

cacao physiCatey weaken. than I

coded cook bet.teic than .1

was shonzeiz. than/

got be.tteiL gitades than I

had mo,te- educati.an than

had a Zot mane money than t

azked me. to pay my way on dace

took home. economics in zchoot

thi.dn't open do'64.6 Son me

;didn't hetp me caAky_package&

swore in Otont o6 me.

made most o6 out de'ci,6ion6

_
Reference: The Lee County-Office,of Career Education, Provi di n Guidance

Strategies for EliniinairtifgICareer Sex Stereotyping; 979, pp. 3-94.



lining lip Around Stx reotgpes

DIRECTIONS:

1. Write the fallowing occupations horizontally across the top of the chalkboard:

business executiveT-doctor, principal, engineer, pilot,( ballet dancer, nurse,

homemaker, secretary, nursery school teacher.

2. Tell students to select the occupation they would most like to \role playfor

a friend or a younger student. Once students have made their choices, ten

them to go to the board and physically stand near the occupation they have

selected. You can expect more than _one or even several students to select

some of the more popular career choices.

3. After students are standing by their selected occupationsask them to look

around the room, and summarize any patterns they can find in how other students

selected occupations. It is very likaZy that, with a few exceptions, most

boys wilZ be standing on the left side of the board and most girls will be

standing toward the right side of the board.

4. Conduct a class discussion.

a. Why did boys genetatty choose one set o6 occupations and gittz chaose

another set oi occupations?

b. Ate boys natutatty better at being executives, doctoxA, pAincipats,

enginems, and pitots? Axe gints better at being dancetz, nutzes, home-

make/Ls, zeotetait-i.ez, and natsety school teachms?

.c. ask the boys who chose occupations on the high' side the boatd, at

the 2i/its who zetected the ttadtionally mate occupations, why .they made

that deer on. Ask them how they Sett when most off,tke-peopte atound them_

were oti the othen. sex? (On., no students made nonttaditionat.choicez

bon the it sex, ask students how they Oa about -the pattern they see--

att'boyA on one Aide, art gars on the °then-)

d. Wtite the\tetmz "tote," "stexeotype," and "sex tote Atexeotyping" on the

boaAd. Hefp students air/rive at the tiottowing de6initions:

tote: A BEHAVIOR PATTERN TYPICALLY EXPECTED BY OUR SOCIETY OF PEOPLE

SHARING A COMMON CHARACTERISTIC.

stexeotypei AN UNCRITICAL OR OVERSIMPLIFIED BELIEF REGARDING THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF A PARTICULAR GROUP WHICH IS BASED ON THE ASSUMPTION

THAT BECAUSE MEMBERS OF THE GROUP SHARE ONE CHARACTERISTIC, THEY ARE

SIMILAR IN MANY OTHERS. _

sex tote stexeotyping: THE ASSUMPTION THAT BECAUSE MALES SHARE A
COMMON SEX, THEY ALSO SHARE ONE COMMON SET OF ABILITIES, INTERESTS,.

VALUES, AND ROLES, AND THAT BECAUSE FEMALES SHARE A COMMON SEX, THEY

SHARE A DIFFERENT COMMON SET OF ABILITIES, INTERESTS, VALUES, AND

ROLES.

Expecan to 4tudentz that sex tote AteteotypingAqteetA OVexzimptiiied
thinking andthat it ignotes OVA individual diaettneeS.

Reference: Sadker, David, Being a Man- A Unit of Instructional Activities

on Male-Role Stereotyping, 1977, pp. 11=12.
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L

DIRECTIONS:

1. Pass out a 3 x 5 card to each student. They s.huZd
not put their names on the cards.

1

2. They will answer 3 questions as follows:

1. Write one thing about yourself you' Zike or
like to do that is stereotypical of your sex?

Write one thing about yourself you don't like
or don't like to do that is stereotypical of
your sex.

NOTE:

3. Write one thing about yourself you -like or'don't
like to do/that it typical of-the opposite

Pool and mix d14! the cards after students respoild't0
the 3 questions.

4; Students mill pick a card from the pool. They Will
then' go around and find -the person who matches the
card by asking queotions;

5: When all pdPtidipati have-found their 6ourcei-
each.One td introduce the peroon who matches -the card
drid.Pepdiq onithe three items on thdt person's card'.

To provide incenOve fOr finding "the source" as quickly as
possible, give a \prize to the first 3 to 5 persons who have

found their "source."

Reference: Wesner, Bitsy et al, Toward Equality, publication date not

given, pp. 145-146.



4/H0 PLA if? el IZLC. or TWINI5

DIRECTIONS:
I

2. Writ-e-Nancyald-Nick" on the boad. Read over each question
below, then point _to the name of each twin, and ask students
to raise their hand for the twin detcribed.

2. Tabulate the results_on the board.

3. When the questions/have all been tabulated, discuss the
stereotypes associated with each response.

QUESTIONS:

1. Once there were twins named Nancy and Nick. When they were called

to breakfast, one twin was always late. Which twin was it?

2. One twin helped set the table and pour the milk. Which twin was it?

3. One twin was a messy eater. Which twin was it?

4. At school one twin was an A student in Wood. Which twin was it?

5. At tchool one twin'as an A student in Hbme Economics. Which twin

was it?

6. One twin loved athletics and played on the varsity basketball and

tennis team. Which twin was it?

7. _Ore twin was very popular ad won the election-for student bo0
president. Which tvarr-was it?

One twinwas_extremely concerned about wearing the appropriate

clothes to school and on dates.. Which twin was it?

One_twin talked on the phone all the time so that no on else

in the family got a chance. Which twin was it?

10 One twin planned to enter college as a nursing major. Whith

was it?

Reference: The Lee County Office of Career Education, Provieng_Gu4dance _

Strategies_for Eliminating Career Sex Stereotyping;: 1979, pp. 67-68.
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1111i so th, plr
DIRECTIONS:

Have students_indiaate their gender on a corner of a sheet of
paper and dbiliplete the sentence YTOday is My :30th Birthday" by
imagining.their:

\

residence

occupation(s)

family size, if applicable

income level

future plans after age 30

---
.1,,

Teadher reads the various student scenariod_indi.cati.ng whether
they are from a male o.r female; Compare and contrast., Discuss
differences and their reasons:

OTHER VARIATIONS:

Use the above format.

Have females pretend they are male and plan their :future; Reve:,.,se

for males;

Ask the females what they want to be when they are -3O years old;
Then'ask what they would want to be at the ageebf_3:0--if they Were

male; Reverse for males in class. Compare Zists;

58



DIRECTIONS:

1. Draw an imaginary line to divide the room in half. Label one
side "boys" and the other s,ide "girls."

2 Students are asked to stand (in front of class) and move to
either side of the line to indicate who does the activity or
what their viewpoint is for each of the following. They must
choose the more dominant sex even though both sexes may engage
in the activity.

a;

b.

c.

d.

e

f.

g;

h.

i.

J;

k.

1;

m.

n.

b.

WHO WASHES THE DISHES AT.HOME?

WHO PLAYS ON AN ATHLETIC TEAM?

WHO LOVES. TOPLAY WITH CHILDREN?.

WHO SPENDS MORE.TIME IN THE'BATHROOM?

WHO HAS MORE TALENT IN THIS CLASS BOYS/GIRLS

WHO IS THE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD .= FRED'OR WILMA!'

WHICH SEX IS MORE SOCIAL?-
FLINTSTONET

WHICH SEX LACKS MOTIVATION TO ACHIEVE?

.WHICH SEX IS MORE AGGRESSIVE?

WHICH SEX HAS GREATER VERBAL ABILITY?

WHICH SEX IS MOREACTIVE?

WHICH SEX IS MORE COMPLIANT?

WHICH SEX ISA1ORE DOMINANT?

WHICH SEX-IS .MORE.NURTUING (MATERNAL)?

WHICH SEX IS MORE COMPETITIVE?

WHICH SEX IS. MORE PASSIVET-..

NOTE: See "Helpful Info for the Teachers" on the following pages for responses
to items g - p.

Use this information as background for discussion with the students to
increase their understanding of the commonalities as well as variations
between boys and grls.
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HELPFUL INFO FOR THE TEACHER

MYTH; REALITY AND SHADES OF CRAY:

WHAT WE' KNOW AND DON'T KNOW ABOUT SEX DIFFERENCES'

by Eleanor Ettons Maccoby and Carol NabyJecklin

In a dispassionate look at aZZ the evidence, two researchers lay the

state of our psychOlogical knowledge out flat. Yes, girls differ from-boyq,
but... .,

The physical differences between men and women are obvious and universal..
The psychological' differences are not. Yet people hold strong beliefs about
sex differences, even when,those,beliefs fail to find any scientific support.

Some popular views of sex differences are captured in a scene from the.'

Rodgers and Hammerstein Musical; Carousel; A young man discovers he is to ;.

be a father. He rhapsodizes about the kind-of son he expects to have. The
boy will be tall and.tough as a trees and no one will dare_to boss him around.

It_will be all4ight:for his mother to teach him manners; but she mustn't-
make a sissy out of him. The boy will be good atwrestling; and able to herd
cattle; run a-riverboat, drive spikes..

Then the prospective father realizes; with a start; -that the child may
be a girl. The music moves to .a gentle, theme. _She will have ribbons in her

hair. She will be ,Sweet and petite,, just like her tOther; and'suitors will

flock'around her. ',There's a slightly discordant note, introduced for comic
,,relief from sentimentality; when the expectantlather:brags that she'll be

;half again as bright as girls are meantto be. But then he returns to the

main theme: his daughter will need to be protected.

Theyrics,in ihis*ene_reflectsome common cultural stereotypes
There are also -some less well -known stereotypes in the social science.litera-
ture on 'sex differences. WO believe there is a great-deal of myth in both
the.popUlar.and scientific. views about male - female differencos;,. There is

also some substance.

In order to find out which generalizations are justified and which are
not,_ue spent three years compiling, reviewing and interpreting a very large
body of research--over 2,000 books and articleson, the sex differences in
motivation, social behavior, and intellectual ability. We examined negative
as well as positive evidence. At the end of our exhaustive and'exhausting
search, we were able to determine which beliefs about sex differences are
supported by evidence, which beliefs have no support, and which are still
inadequately tested.

First, the myths.

'From: Psychology Today, December 1974, pp. 109-112. Permission to reprint'

granted by Maccoby.
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GIRLS ARE MORE "SOCIAL"' THAN BOYS (g)

Mere is Tio evidence that girls are more likely than boys to be concerned
with people, as opposed to impersonal-obiecLb Or abstract ideas. The two sexes

are equally interested in social-stimuli (e.g., human faces and voices), and are
equally proficient at learning by imitating models. They are equally responsive
to social rewards such as praise from others, and neither sex consistently learns

better for this form of reward than for other-forms.

In childhood, girls are no more dependent than boys-On their caretakers,
and boys are no more willing than girls to-remain alone. Girls do not spend_
more time with playmates; the opposite is true, at least at certain ages. The
two sexes appear to be equally adept at understanding the emotional reactions
and needs of others, although measures of, this ability have been narrow.

Any differences that do exist in the sociability_of the_two sexes are
more of kind than of degree. Boys are highly oriented toward a per group
and congregate in larger groups; girls associate in pairs or small_groups
of children their own age, and may be somewhat more, oriented toward adults,
although the evidence on this is weak.

GIRLS LACK MOTIVATION TO ACHIEVE .(h)

In the pioneering studies of achievement motivation girls were more
likely to report- imagery about achievement when asked to make, up stories to
describe ambiguous pictures, as long as the instructions did. not stress either
competition o social comparison; Boys need to he chaIlenged_by appeals -to
their ego or_competitive,feelings; for their achievement imagery to reach the
-leveI.of girls': 'Although boys' achievement motivation does 'appear to be -more
responsive to competitive arousal; that'does not_imply that they have a higher
level of achievement.mbtivation in general; _In fact, when researtherS observe
behavior that denotes a illative to achievei they find no sex differences or find
girls to be:superior;

MALES ARE MORE AGGRESSIVE THAN FEMALES (i)

A,sex_difference inlaggression has been observed in all cultures in which
aggressive behavior has been observed. Boys are more aggressive physically and
verbally;. They engage in mock-fighting and aggressive fantasies as well as
direct forms of aggression more frequently than girls. The sex difference
manifests itself as soon as social play begins, at age two or two and a half.
From an early age, the primary victims of male aggression are other males, not
females.

Although both sexes become less aggressive with age; boys and men remain
more aggressive through the college years. Little information is available for
older adults.



GIRLS HAVE GREATER.VERBAL ABILITY THAN BOYS (j)

GirlS' verbal abilities_probabIy mature, somewhat more rapldly in early-

life, although a number of recent studies find no sex differenceS. During the

period from preschool to early ,adolescence; the sexes are, very Similar in their

verbal abilities. But at about age 11, they-begin to diverge; female superiority_

'increates through high school, and-possibly beyond. Girls score higher on tasks

that involve understanding_ and producing language, and on "high=ievel" verbal

tasks_ fanalogiescomprehenSion_of_difficult written material, creative writing)

as well as "lower-level" measures (such as fluency and spelling)..\

IS ONE SEX MORE ACTIVE THAN ,Eft OTHER? (k)

Sex differences in activity level do not appear in infancy. They begin

to show up when children reach the age of social play. Some studies find that

during the preschool years, boys tend to be more active, but many studies do

not find.a sex.difference- This discrepancy may ba.partially traceable to the

kind of_situation in which measurements are made. Boys appear to beespeciaIIy

.stimulated to bursts of high activity when other boys a-e_present. ut the

exact way in which the situation controls activity level remains to be estab-

lished.

Activity level is alSo affected by.motivational states--fear, anger,

curiosity--and therefore is of limited usefulness in identifying stable indivi-

dual or group diffeiences. We need more detailed observations of the vigor

and quality Of children's play.

IS-ONE SEX MORE COMPLIANT THAN THE OTHER? (1)

During childhood, girls tend to be more obedient to the commands and
-rof-adtrIts: -Bizt-t-this=compliance_does not carry over into relation-

ships with peers. Boys are especially concerned with maintaining their status

in their peer group, and therefore are probably more vulnerable than girls to

pressures and challenges from that group, although this has not been well

established. It is not_clear that in adult interactions, one sex is consist-

ently more willing. to comply with the wishes of the other.
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IS ONE SEX MORE DOMINANT THAN THE OTHER? (m)

Dominance appears to be more of an issue in boys' groups. than in girls'

groups. Boys make more attempts to dominate-each.other than do girls. They

also more often attempt to dominate adults.

But the dominance relations between the sexes are complex.: In childhood,

the segregation of play groups by sex means that. neither sex frequently tries

to dominate the other; there is little opportunitjr. lighen experimental situations

bring the two sexes together, it is not clear whether one sex is more SuccesSful

in influencing the behavior of the other. Inmixed adult groUps or pairs, formal

leadership tends to go to the males in the early_stages of an interaction, but

the longer the relationship lasts, the more equal influence becomes.

ARE/\AJRTURANCE AND "MATERNAL" BEHAVIOR.MORE TYPICAL OF ONE SEX? (n)

There is very little information about the tendencies of boys and girls

to be nurturant or helpful toward younger children or animals. Cross=cultural

work does indicate that girls between six and ten more often seen behaving

nurturantly. In our own society, the rare studies that report nurturant behavior

invole observation of free play among nursery-school children. These Studies

do not_find _sex differences, but the setting usually does not include children

who are much-younger than the subjects being observed. It may be that the

presence of younger children would elicit sex differences in nurturant behavior.

Very - little information exists on how adult,men respond to infants and

children;-so we can't say whether adult females are more diSpoSed to behave

maternally than_adult maleS are to behave_paternally. But if there is a sex

diffnrence, it doeS not generalize' to a greater female tendency to behave

alttaiR5iEEITfr-Stridie-g-of people's willingness to,help others in distress

have sometimes found men to be more, helpfUl, sometimes_women, depending on the

identity of'the person needing help and the'-kind of help that-T§tequired.

'Overall, the sexes seem similar in degree of altruism.

IS ONE SEX MORE COMPETITIVE THAN THE OTHER? (o)

Some studies find boys to be more competitive than girls, but many find

the sexes to be similar in this regard. Almost all the research on competition'

has involved situations in which competition is maladaptive. For example, two

people might be asked_Ao play the prisoner's dilemma game, in which they have

to choose between competitive strategies that are attractive to the individual

in the short run, and cooperative strategies_ that maximize both players' gains

in the long run. In such situations, the sexes are equally cooperative.

In settings where competitiveness-produces-greater individual rewards,

males might be more competitive than females, but this is tbguess based on

common-Sense considerations, such as the male interest -ink competitive sports,

and not on research in controlled:settings. The age of the subject and the

identity of the opponent no 'doubt make:a difference too; there is evidence that

young women hesitate to compete against their boyfriends.
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ARE FEMALES MORE: PASSIVE THAN MALES?: (p)

The answer_is complex, but for the most part negative.' The tWOSeXeS are
highly alike,in their willingness to explore a novel environment, Whenthey.bOth
have_freedom to do so. Both sexes are highly responsive to social_SitUatiOns_of
all kinds; and although some individuaIsrtend to withdraw frbiii social interaction

and Simplywatch from-the.sideIines;-they are as likely to be male as female.

isaid earlier that, girls are more likely to comply_with adult demands,
but compliance can take an active forms running errandS and performing services

for othets are active processes: young boys seem more prone than girls to put,.

out energy_in bursts of strenuous physical activity, but the girls are notsitting.

idly by while the boys act;they'are_simply playing_tbreAUietly. Their play

fully_as organized And,pIannedi pOssiblY more so. When girls play, they actively

impose their. own design Upon theirSurroundings_aS_Much as boys do...

It is true that boys and_moiare_mdteAggtessive; but this'does not mean

that females are the passive victiOS of aggressionH7they.do not yield or with-

draw in the face of_aggiession any_tbre frequently than males do, at least during

the phases of childhbod thatlhaVe,been obsorved. We-have already noted the
curious fact that while maleS are more dominant, females are not:especiaIly_sub,-

'missive; at least not to bioiy and girls their_owniage. In sum, the term loassive"

'does notacCurately describe the most common female personality attributes. .

We must conchide_frotLOUt survey of all the data that many popular beliefs,
aboUt-the4sychoIogical.tharatteriStics of the two sexes'have littlek or no basis

in fact. Yet people tOntinue:to-believei_forexampile,.that girls are more

"sociaI",than boys, orate*Mbre suggestible than boys,' ignoring the fact that

careful observation and measurement: hoW tIO sex differences;

iThe explanation may be that people's attention s selective. It is well=

documented that whenever a hember of a group behaves the way an observer expectS

him to, the observer notes the fact, and his prior belief is confirmed and

strengthened. But when,a member of the group, behaves in a way that is not

consistent with the obsOver's expectations; the behavior is likely to go un-

noticed, so the observer's prior belief remains intact.

This probably happens continually when those with entrenched ideas about

sex'differences observe male and female behavior. As a result, myths live on
that would otherwise, rightfully die out under the impact of negative evidence.
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DIRECTIONS:

Al Mari ti rear?
Duplicate this page and the following tWo case studied

for the students: Have studen-tswork independently or
in small groups tc conduct the case analysis. Although
the cases involve two women, the male perspective is
equally important to consider and discuss.

TO THE STUDENTS:

SoMe-time.6 i6 you decide not to dezide
on your. 'careen. gocitsi, -someone etse cdc--el do

-it Son you. One common way oS deciding not
.to decide pnocnaztina-tion, on putting
odd the de.cizion. At one time on anuther
you have: pnobabty caught youitze-e6- =saying
;something Wm, "Pte wcozz that bar i4g e

when I come to it," 0/1. wonicy_about
that tomovto\co." SOmaZneiS ct neatty 4.6
be,tten o detay_a_decizion; iSi Son letampte.,
we. have ikuSuiPIC;Lent knowtedge upon which
-to baze our decizion at the przezent_it-iine.
But, zometimes we,tity to Soot owcze,evi ez and
in the end the "'right tine" Son the. dec.-La-ion
neve't. doe=s a-ivy-Lye; In any ea-6u other
people are not cotteing to wait, and -So; they
may go ahead and,niake the/ decizion 604 U. 6 .
A good way to avoid thiz is to Sind
out just how much tiyhe you have. to make the
decizion; get aU. the. in6onmation you can
w-itkin that -tithe, -then make your. decirsion
.bcoed on that_in6olunation. One Oi our goats
hvte t- to he yo.u_g.a -theirckattmation
you wat need to make a_good ccun.een. Q.C,ai.06;
So; you neatty do have the _choice oS who mite
p.Pan yoUn. careen. 'Thiz. choice i;6 veicy 4../.npoic-
tant to you az you. con idea a non-titadi-tionat--
occupation. Letiz take a took at how two
women, Susan and FA.an, go aboctt making thein
caneen. choice.

. .

DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

ii!ezeiHOte case stories of Susan_thd.;§,dCretary (Case
the Pender Mender (Ca&e II). USe the vorkChtrt to
decisions and their features. Analyze and discuss

I) and.Pran
identify _the
your findings.,:

Reference :' ThOitiat, Hollie B. et al, Civercomin4 Barriers td_Entering Non-
-=7 Traditional Occupational- Preparation Programs, 1979, pp. .65.



WHO WILL PLAN MY CAREER? (CONT'D)

CASE I: SUSWTHE_SECRETARY

_
Susan is thirty years old, and the mother of two children. Her husband, Bob

works for the local sugar company. He likes his job, and his income is adequate

to support the family. .But, lately Susan has begun to feel the need to develop

some sort of career for herself, something outside the home. Her children are

ages seven and nine now, and it's not like they really need her at home all the

time. And, wouldn't it be nice to earn some money for herself? So, Susan hai

decided to look for a job.

The big question now is: What kin&Of_jOb does she apply for? A friend Who

works in the state employment office has tOld'her of a secretarial position that

will be open soon.. But, the pay is really low, and the work is boring. BetideS,

it would be a drag to_stay indoort.eVery day. The same friend jokingly mentioned

an opening for a carpenter's apprentice.with a local construction firm. SuSati,

feels inclined to give some consideration to the carpentry job; unconventiOnal,AS

it 'ems. She has always_enjoyed working -with her hands, and most ofthe work

would be out of doors., The job would certainly be:more fun for her than typing,

and the pay is several times what she could expect in the secretarial position.

But; what would her_friend8 say? and the neighbors? and her mother-in=laW?

And-'-of course--B6b would_heVer stand for it. No wife of his is going to work

on a construction crew! And the employer would certainly never consider a woman

for the job;

After brief consideration of the two alternatives, -Susan sets aside any__

ideas of breaking_into a male occupation; applies for_the_secretatial position,

and resigns herself to,the low pay and subordinate roles involved in such a career.

-What DecisiOns Who Made the
Were Made? Decisions? Advantages and/or Disadvantages of the Decision.
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WHO WILL PLAN MY CAREER? (MIT)
i'..,

u.17,
CASE 11' FRAN THE FENDER MENDER.

Fran is:nineteen years OldiSingle":and living in an apartment with a room=

mate. ...For the last year or so She_hattteenwotking_as a cashier in a supermarket,

but She is becoming more bdted each day:4:Si,puri,ng-the_long hours of operating the

cash regisiand bagging foddi_Fran. has'dieamed about all the- different and '_

exciting- careers she might -get into. -_But,_now She.has gotten beyohd the poitii_pf

daydreaming. She has decided to Stattjooking for a new-jobT-an&her-one-require

ment is that it be something She:likes!!4

Fran finds that she has several_optionS,available to her. A bank in town has

openings for a receptionist and a teller, and she can qualify for either of those,

.positions. But, the salaries are no more than sheis making now, and_Fran is sure

she can do better. Besides, the bank is Open,Saturday morning; and that fatt

would severely disrupt-her, weekendS. Just Itoday_Fran heard that an automotive

body shop across town needs a paint and body person; and is willing to train an

inexperienced applicant,' It's exciting to thilik of breaking out of the boring,

low-paying jobs women are expected to do.

Talking over the options with her mother, and with her roommate= .Ftn findS

that both of them are strongly opposed to theidea of her -even considering, the

body shop job. Her roommate thinks the job would reduce Fran's' femininity, and

her mother is afraid she would be inviting sexual'harassment from co-workers if.

she took the job. ,

After thinking over thealternatives for a*:Cbuple of days; Fran decides

that she can handle the disapproval from her friends and family. With a miktm-e

of determination and apprehension, the goes to the automotive body shop and

applies for the paint.uld body position.

What Decisions
Were Made? ,

Who 'Made the
DecisionalLiAdvantages-andior-W;sadvanta4eS-Cf-A-the-DecIsion__T_

rf
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RECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

the list on the following page, you'll find a number of
tivities that you might do in vocational eduaation classes,
u might do these to

have iun on ttetkitheco thing

earn zsfrgtz Waftking around the, hCaze

4k ,U6 box woAking box pay otit.tide you home

:d the list and answer the questions about your interest and

erience in'each activity by marking an "X" in the columns where

:r answer is yes. You can make as many or as few X's as you

)d to if you are interested in an ac't<ivity,,have tried it

trself, and have seer both women and men do it, you should_make

Er X's in the row next to that activity, one in each column. If

t
aren't interested in an citivity, have never tried it, or have

'er seen either a woman or man do it, you don't need to mark

I X's at cal.

SO7STED ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY;

th_)se activities in which you are interested, list or discuss

3sib7.c jobs availab13 locally.

Tence: Matthews, Martha and McCune, Shirley, Try It u1 It!,

1978, pp. 11-13.
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I

I

-\

I am
interested

in:
/

i

I

have
tried

I have
seen a
woman
do this:

j-I have
_

. seen A
man -

do thi\s:

______ _
ng InIant. flowers, or vegetablesGrowi

'4
DriVing a, truck or heavy machinery

. .

Arranging flowers

,Selling- something to a str6nger
Learning about credit_agrelfments

,

Performing laboratory teats with chemicals

Doing complicated arithmetic problems

Reading an insurance poliCy
t j

Takingcare-of people who are ill

Workina in a hospital 'I
.

Cooking an entire'Meal 1 I

lipi- a room just the way you want-4A:--

Taking care of a child for 24 hours
Repairing your own clothes / .

Sewing_something you can Use or wear
Doing all the grocery shoPping for' your

family for a week
_Keeping a budget

I

Workingwith_a_computer 1

Typing a letter_ 1

Managing an office
Rpadi-ng or drawing a blupp0.nt . .

Tuning uPan±engine \-.

Fixing a electrical appliance

Suil- out of Wood

Giving scipeone a haircut_1_
_Eixing_a_leaking_faUcet____A
Working with power tools. I

Making_somethkag_withmetal
Working.with techniral instruments

r

WOrking with marine life / i 2

Pnte7-taining singing, dahCing, -atititl

Lifting.:heavy objects '

Greeting and-talking with strangers - I-



IDENTIFYING MY INTERESTS (CONT'D)

NOW LOOK AT YOUR ANSWERS. DO YOU SEE

ANY. PATTERNS? .

What intekests do you have which you
tkaditionat oft someone o5

yours Aex?

What intetests do you have which you
think ate not ttaditionae 6ot someone
ol6 you& sex?

Ake you mote tikety to have iced
activities when you've seen them
done by someone o6 yours own sex on
peopte o6 both sexes than when you've

°ay seen them done by someone o6
the opposite sex?

WHEN YOU REVIEW THE LIST OF ACTIVITIES)
ARE THERE ANY THAT YOU THINK,ONE SEX IS
NATURALLY MORE SUITED TO THAN THE OTHER?

Which ones?

Why?

Which activities have you seen done
wed: by pensons o6 both sexes ?

ARE THERE A N Y C H A N G E S Y O U W Q U L D L I K E TO

.MAKE IN-YOUR OWN INTEREST AND EXPERIENCE

PATTERNS?
1.

Ake theke any activities you think

you might be intekested in that you
haven't tkied because you think
they might not be night 6ot someone-
o6 yours sex? What ate they?

76 you haven't ttied an activity
youtseZ6, how do you know whethet

intekests you? Whether you'te
good at it9

List activities usuatty done by the
opposite sex which you think might
be use6ut an intekesting 6ot you
to teakn.

Which o6 youk intekests cowed you
expecte 6utthet in vocationwe
education coutses which ate not
tkaditionat 6ot yowt sex?

DISCOVERING AND DEVELOPING YOUR OWN
INDIVIDUALITY ISN'T A MATTER OF AUTO=
MATICALLY REJECTING EVERYTHING WHICH
IS TRADITIONAL FOR YOUR SEX AND DOING---.

ONLY THOSE THINGS WHICH ARE TRADITIONAL
FOR THE OPPOSITESEX_ IT IS A MATTER'
OF TRYING A NUMBER OF DIFFERENT THINGS -
AND FINDING THOSE WHICH ARE7RIGHTFOR
YOU. THE THINGS THAT YOU DO BEST AND

LIKE BEST MArBEAMIXTURE OF TRADI-.
TIONAL rTEMININE"_AND' TRADITIONAL
"MAS17.sLINE"THINGS._:__ONLY YOU CAN
DECIDE THE BEST THINGS FOR YOU TO DO;
BUT TO DECIDE WELL YOU NEED TO GIVF
YOURSELF A FAIR CHANCE.

DON'T ASSUME THAT BECAUSE YOU ARE. A
FEMALE OR_A_MALE CERTAIN ACTIVITIES
AREN'T RIGHT_FOR,YOU OR THAT YOU
WON'T BE GOOD AT.THEM; RESEARCHERS
HAVE FOUND THAT THERE AdEVERY FEW
ABILITY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FEMALES
AND MALES; AND-THATTHOSE FEW DIF-
FERENCES WHICH DO EXIST DESCRIBE AN
"AVERAGE FEMALE" OR AN "AVERAGEMALE;"
NOT PARTICULAR INDIVIDUALS_._ YOU MAY
BE-VERY GOOD AT OR VERY INTERESTED IN
ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE NOT "AVERAGE"
FORYOUR SEX. ;THAT'S FINE.; BECAUSE
YOU'RE NOT AN "AVERAGE" PERSON ANYWAY--
YOU'RE YOU; ANANDIVIDUAL, BEING
GOOD AT ACTIVITIES_WHICHARENIT TRA=
DITIONAL FOR -YOUR SEX DOESN'T. MEAN
YOU CAN'T ALSOBE'GOOD AT ACTIVITIES
WHICH ARE TRADITIONAL FOR YOUR SEX.
TRY:BOTH,KINDS'OF ACTIVITIES; YOU
MIGHT LIKE THEM.

FIND -OUT WHAT'S RIGHT FOR.YOU;
EXPLORE YOUR INTERESTS AND ABILITIES.



DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

As you read thrciugh the following, note with an asterisk (*) any
details that seem similar to situations which you have known or
of which you -have heard.

Discuss how the individuals would have benefitted from life/work
planning or decision-making skills. What are some examples from
your own life experiences?

1. Ben's brothers had all gone to work in the family .restaurant when

they finished high School. Many of his other relatives had gone to

work there as well ==-- it was a family tradition. When he was in

eleventh gradel_Ben started looking for a part-time fob -and hiS

parents pressured him to work at the restaurant too. Ben preferred

working by himself rather than around a lot of people, and he really

enjoyed the oUtdoors. But because he couldn't think of anything

else to do and because he didn't want to disappoint his family, he

finally went to work at the restaurant just as everyone wanted him to

2. Dawn became pregnant when she Was_in the tenth-grade. She had never

considered saying "no" to her boyfriend, and she had.14ust-assumed

getting pregnant-would-never happen to her Nhen she decided to

keep the baby she expected to have fun taking care of it Now the

baby seems to cry a lot and needs something all the time. She's

dropped out of high school, and her parents resent having to support

her and the baby. Dawn never thought motherhood would be like this.
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WHY DO WE NEED LIFE/WORK PLANNINGT (CONT/D)

3. Joe never thought much about his future; he just figured that things

would "work out." He had never checked_into any training programs
or colleges and he felt that with a high school diploma he had more

education than most of his friends anyway. He never applied_for any

part7time jobs during high school because he felt, "You're-Only

young once!" Toward the end of his senior year everyone started
bugging him and asking him, "What are you going to do, Joe?" He

just said, "I don't know," and spent most of his time listening to

music in his, room and worrying.

4. Nani did WQYI in schobI but she never chose her classes too carefully.

She j >elected the courses that met at the best times,_had the

easiest teachers, and seemed like fun. Nani was very artistic and

always felt she could_be a good graphic designer. During her senior_

year she applied to the graphic design program at her local technical

college. She was not accepted into the program_because she had not

taken any of the required math courses. "I never thought I'd-need

any math to do design 717,7_7,7," said Nani to her friends.

Reference: Gassman, Roberta and Deutsch, Nancy, ncre -asing Options Through

Life/Work Planning, 1981, pp. 15=16.
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I RECTI ONS

Using either the suggested list below or a list of jobs developed

by students, ask them to determine which jobs are for men only

which jobs are for women only, and which jobs.could be done by

either a man or a woman with equal success. To help the students

identify the gender that they attach to a certain job;, simply ask

them to visualize a person who they associate with that job and

then indicate the gender of that person. This activity could be

done either as a public vote (show of hands) or as a checklist

given to each student individually and discussed as a group.

Ask the students to examine the skill's needed for,those careers .

which they,generally describe as being appropriate for one sex

only Are those skills a "natural" attribute of that _sex grouP

or are there other reasons why boys (or girls) generally wouldn't

choose a particular career?

.ARCHITECT.

ASTRONAUT

BALLET DANCER

CHEMIST

DRESS MAKER

FARMER

FIREFIGHTER

FLORIST

AREST RANGER

GARBAGE COLLECTOR

(77-AS STATION ATTENDENT.

HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR

HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL

LAWYER

LIBRARIAN

MEDICAL DOCTOR

PLUMBER

.
PRESCHOOL TEACHER!
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REPORTER

SCHOOL NURSE'

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST

SUPERMARKET CASHIER

TAILOR

TELEPHONE OPERATOR

UMPIRE

WRITER

ZOO KEEPER



MEN'S WORK AND WOMEN'S WORK .(CONT'D)

,
ASk.the_ttOdentt__tO look more closely-at-six,careers in particular:
firefighter, medical_ doctor, nurse, preschool tei.:Aer; high school

principaliandre-ceptionistisetretarY, Initially; ask them to
speculate about -the benefits and costs of -each of the careersi'in-
cludingvSUCh things as salaryrranges, hours spent working, exciting
andb0ring aspetts physical-hazards, psychological stress; demands
and reWardt-i,and the training required tb:prepare for the career.

4 _

If_the Students do not have clear inforMation about these benefits
and tosts,.have them do research on these six careers through :inter-
views of- individuals_ engaged in the_work; statistics from the Depart-,

. merit of Labor, or information from_..professional associations which
represent each career area.. Re=examine.the benefits and:costs; and;
in particular, determine the :percentage. Of men and women in each of

the careers..

What__ conclusions might be drawn about "men's work" andHwomeWs
work"? Would the boys.ohoose a career which is stereotyped:as a_
Womes,career? Do the boys seriously consider the costs_(hazards
physical stress; long hours) of some men's careers as well as the

benefits (status; money; power).?

Reference: ThoMpson, Doug, As Boys Become Men: Learning New Male Roles,

1980, pp.'30-31.



DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

The following is a list of several occupationS. Rank order these

occupations on the basis of their importance according to your ,

opinion. Place a 1 by the most important occupation, a_2 by th

next most important', and so forth until you place a 15 by the

occupation which you consider to have the least importance.

Rank

BUTCHER

'CARPENTER

CASHIER

CLERGYMAN

CONSTRUCTION WORKER

RESTAURANT' COOK

ENGINEER

FARMER

NURSE

PHYSICIAN'

SALESPERSON

SECRETARY

TEACHER'

TRUCK- DRIVER

WAITER. WAITRESS.....

---.
Now plaCe an -M beside those occupations you think -are mostly

farma_LeslandTan F beside those occupations you think are
maSfIYfarTeMateF.

RELATED ACTIY111ES:

Class discussion should follow. SUggested questions:

What were your reasons for rank4agt_c:cupat-id you did?

Do males or females seem to, have the jobs you. considered to be
most important? Why?

Reference Erie et-_a1; Sex $_tereOtyping46Biasoand Discrimination-in
the _World of Worki.AlitOrkbOOki 1 97 p. 18.



DI RECT IONS FOR STUDENTS

1. Fre-ria,is.a list of occupations,; Read it carefully. -Tut (F) in front.

of the jobsthat are usually held byfetaleSiO4a in front of the

jobs:that are usually held by mares; and -03j -in front of the jobs

that are.usuallyLheld by bothmale7-g:and fetaleS:,;

- DAIRY FARMER HORSE TRAINER

BOOKKEEPER ANTIQUE DEALER

GAME WARDEN FLORIST

SALES CLERK SECRETARY

NURSE

TV STATION MANAGER

.PIANO TEACHER..

--
HOTEL MANAGER

DRESSMAKER

RECEPTIONIST

SCHOOL TEACHER

BEAUTICIAN

CASHIER

.PHOTOGRAPHER

AUTO MECHANIC

-DENTIST

'CAFETERIA COOK

2. Go back to the list above and write task-based want ad8 for five or

six of the occupations. Be sure to identify the skills and.training

you think are necessary to perform this job.

3 compare the skills you have identified in your want ads with the above

male/female checklist. Could jobs which are usually perforated by

men also be done by women? Could those done by.women also be'performed:

by men? .

Reference: Xent;'Martha W.et al i_Competence Is for Everyone:

:ri/ and Female; .1978i:0; 57;
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Cost SS Rhe Dine?

I. BACKGROUND:

The costs of;purSuing a non-traditional occupation vary with the,individUal,

but tend to fall into three, separate categorieS:
r",

1. ,financial
2. personal
3.job related

, .

For Manywomen_the'major concern_iS,_"What is it_going to:cost me to enter a

non- traditional OCCUPAtiOn?..What_will be the cost of the special training -

or educatiOn necessaryJor me to_find a job?".: Although some craft area's,

offer apprenticeships with pay, other .,noritraditional,careers for women require

training in-a0proved,programs. Specific training costs will be considered

in a later.workshop.,

SecondlYi pertOnal:costS must be considered; What personal' changes:in

attitudeS; perceptions; anc aptitudes must I:Make to find employment? :-What

personal /societal barriers must I. overcome and resdlve?

Job related costs refer to such things as, on-the-jbb harassment from male
workers, and possiillly from the general public. Although most women now

employed-in traditionally male fieldSfindways of dealing with harassment,

most would state that_they vieW it as a Ehallenge, or part of the job, or

just something to live with and ignore. It too, can be overcome. Generally,

harassment takes the form of good natured kidding, outspoken negativism; or

over zealous competition.

CASE:

8aAbaAa Ls a gAaduate ol6 laipaha High Schoot. DdAing the isummeA she compteted

a timetz dAiving couAse and haz bound a job with Standand Oit. HeA. irSti tuctoits

daited to mevtton tkat she might iteceive haAa)ssmen Thom mates when she began,

to &title heA own "Aig." Put youA4e0 in 8ait.baita'4 pace

z. DIRECTIONS:

Divide into small groups.

1. Kdkc) i list of the kinds of harassment you think Barbara will receive.

2. Give suggestions for Barbara to cope with the harassment. Share with

the class. ,

3. Describe Barbara's personality and-character.

4. What kind of family, friends, boyfriends would Barbara need to support

her?

5. Name 5 non-traditional careers of men'cind women you've seen in Hawaii.-

Be specific. ti-

Reference: Thomas, Rollie, B. et Overcomi' Barriers to Entering Non-Tra i=

tional Occupational PrograrTS7177 , pp. 3,10-3.11.



-DIRECTIONS FOR STUDENTS:

1. Break into groups of 4-6. Include both boys and girls in each group.

2. Each small group will have the following tasks:

Each group represents the persOnheiboard.of A. large business.
This board has the res onsibi7ity:of.making tboAecisions.today:

'a;. Because of financiAl losses you must_cUt back on_your
payroll which requires the laying off'of.two employees.:,

t$ One'of your_employees mustibe promoted to:supervisor
of a special production unit; Four_ experienced persons. aged

26-56 comprise this,unit;,. ThWYgibeen.working.together
as a team for four ypars now; Jbeirformer_supervisor

_ recently quit in order to take_a_higher paying_position
with another comPany. You must decide who will be the
new, supervisor.

3; Read over, "'Description of Employees Under Consideration ;" on the
next page.

4 FirSt, make your own individual decisions: Be.prepared to defend your
choices- -the two who will be laid off and the one who will be promoted --
to the rest, of-your group. ' . :

5. Then each group or board. is to. reach consegsus,irLphoosing which employees
to layoff and which one to promote.- =Each group.is to choose a
leader or chairperson who will be responsible for initiating the discussion
and for making sure that everyone on the board gets'a chance_to contribute
to the discussion. . The chairperson will-report to the large group at the

end of 15 minutes;

Reference: Wolleat; Patricia L. et al,
Counseltrig_and_Gmldince, 1977; p. 44.
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HIRING AND FIRING (CONT D)
_-

Description of Employees der-Consideration

GEORG\ SOUZA is a 45-year-old man'with a family of 6 children andja wife whom

14he supports George has been with the company for 15 years, knows everyone
and is -ell liked by his fellow employees: His supervisor-notes-Aat he has
been somewhat_ lack- zit doing his work of late. But the supervisOr believes
that with a "good talking toy! and, close supervision, George willfresume his

good production rating.

\

/

.,__KLAIREN CHI is a woman in her early thirties whose production rate is well

above aver ge. Her husband is well paid working, professional. Karen

no childre Her supervisor describes her as an assertive gol;getter. Karen

isrespecte by her fellow employees, but is sometimes seen as being a bit

distant. 'Karen has been with the company five yearS. 1

1

,

TED PACCAR°, a recent _college graduate,.has just started-in the company.

His supervis* has _noted that brings many innovative ideas and lots of

'energy to hisl,job. His production output has bFen average to good; he has

made substantial progress since he joined the company and is seen as having

considerable promise. Ted is single and is knawn to have "his eye cm the

executive suite." / 1

t

A

LISA KAAWA is 2$ years old. She has two young children who stay at a well-

run day care center during working hours. Lisa's: husband earns a modest

living as a firehan. While Lisa's wcrk is viewed as consistently good by

her supervisor Lisa herself is described as quietjend unassuming.. Lisa

has been with ihe company for the past two years:;

1

A



PART. I,

/

/

DIRECTIONS FOLSTUDENTS:

Working in small groups; place inrank order the follow-1,71g eight
jobs in what you think is the highest paying to the lowest paying.
Then try to estimate the percent o women holding jobs in each

occupation. .1

CARPENTER
TYPIST
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE
TELEPHONE OPERATOR

Highest
Paying;

Jr.

7.

'Lowest
Paying 8.

Rank Ord*

1, 7.

TRUCK_DRIVER
PLASTERER
R.-EISTERED_NURSE
AUTO BODY REPAIRER

Percent of Women Holding Jobs



2-HOW MUCH DOES IT PAY. CONTID)-

PART II.

SUGGESTED USE: Overhead projector .

,P2

r

At-cording to information provided in Working. Women News.; Vol: 1, No.c"3,/,.

APtil 1979 (1'.0 Box 7038, SantaAosa;CA 95401), the rank 2rdet of
jobs and the pSrcent of women jobholders is as follows.:

OCCUPATION WAGE RANGE % OF WOMEN'; IN OCCUPATI ONT ,

1. CARPENTER $10-12 per hour Less than 1 percent.

PLASTERER

AUTO BODY,

4; TRUCK DRIVER

5; REGISTERED NURSE

6; TELEPHONE OPERATOR

7. LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSE

$10-11'13erAlour

$9-10 per hour

$6-8 per hbur

$677 per hour
o

$5-6 per-I:our

$4-5'pei hour

About 1 percent..

Less than 1 percent.

About 1; percen

About 97 per:

About 96 percent;:.

,AbOut 97 percent;

TYPIST $3;50-4.50 per .A.bout.96 percent.
hour

ti

Reference:" Carve 1, Fred et al , Choices and Challenges: 'A Studenz Guidebook
About Non-Traditional Career_Opportunities, 1979, pp. 38=19.



Who tIs on- traditi onal qot,

''-DIRECTIONS;

Have students identify 10 jobs thick are nonhr,aditional for
females and 10 which are nontraditional for males;

DISCUSSION:

Are there disagreements about what is nontraditional for males
and females?

Was it easier to list nontraditional jobs for women than men?
If so, why do you think this has occurred?

Would you be interested in any of these nontraditional jobs?
Why.or why not?

What kind of courses should you be taking to be qualified for
this job?

What are the most important qualities or skills needed for the
job?

Are any Skills sex-related (that is, they can only be performed
by one sex)? Why? Can you think of any exceptions?

If skills are_ not sex-related, can training/education be obtained
for members of both sexes? If not, why?

Would you be interest ea in working at this job? Why or why not?

EXPANSION:

Have the qtudents research individuals outside their community who

are in riontraditional jobs (,.g., celebrities, government officials;
business people, etc.) by reading about them and/or by conducting
interviews.

t'erice: Oggett, Twila et al, The Whole Person Book: Toward Self-Discovery
'18( Life Options, 1979, p. 144.
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TO THE STUDENT:

be
For a long/time we have\held the belief that_somc jobs_should_only

be done by men; We aIso.havethought that- other jobsshould only-be-done--
by wamen;_ 'for example, men should_be truck drivers and_women should keep
house; What_do you think? ISit important that these_jobs_be one by a
male or female? _Or_is itjiMore_iinOortant that they be'done by persons who
can do therm best? Let us see we can-answer this question. \

Occupational Requirements

Belt* is a list of job advertisements. Each describes the kind of
skills that you need in order to do a certain job well.: Read each one
carefully,-_Then, in the space next to each job description, write an
if ydu thihk that females woul e much better at doing this job.

F)

a (M) if you think-Thaffiales would be much better at doing this_job; ' f

you think that both males an females could do 'the job, write.,a'(B);

N
1; WANTED: Someone who /mom a tot about boob4; you need to know what

the books axe about and how to use them to gind in6oamation;
you atzo have toy keep up to date on new bookis which ace
wtaten about many diliAetent

2 WANTED: We need zomeone. who 6 very .6.tLong and heatthy arid_phy4i4t4
cooadinated; you need to be witting to_daa. .dot -o6 phy44eat

_ exeteize and you have to pkactice vety hand ion tong peti.Od.6
o6 time;

3; WANTED:. We ate took.e.ngiok Aomeone_who veky intekezte4 a ptan6
and animat.4; Vou need to have a good_urideiustanding nat4e.
You mist be a Caaqut obz_ekveit. 40 that you can keep good
aecoad4 °lc the ptants and anima24.akound you.

WANTED: We'want zomeone who hd4 dAttAtZe 4k,Utz and who knows how I

much di66eaent mateaiatiscort. YOU need 0 beta good Liztenet
4o you Witt undmstandexaatty what noun eater want you to
do bon them. You at4oH4houtd know the kinds o6 4uaaounding4
that peopte Ziketo bc in when tkey woak on pPly.

5 WANTED: We need 4omt.-2. who a vety teoponzibt.e. you most be a goo

aeadea and head cate6u24. You witt need to 'know about
diii6eaentmedicine4 and know how to prevent ge-tting zick ok

. ,injuted.

Reference: Kent, Martha et a Competence is for, Everyone: jnit 3. Male
and Female, 1978, p. 38

Rd.
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SRA helps you
STEREOTYPING

'HE" AND "SHE": CHANGING LANGUAGE TO FIT A CHANGING WORLD
3y Carole Schulte Johnson and Ina Kromann KellY

Reprinted with permission of the
Association- for Supervision and Ciiiiieulum Development
and the authors. © 1976 by the Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development

"lnclusiOnary" language is fast becoming the
norm in everyday speech, classroom interaction,
and public address. As educators; should we not
adapt and encourage use of the inclusionary
language model?

A recent Washington; D:C :; social news column
featured a woman apPointed to a high level government
Pbsition. The columnist did not overlook the opportunity
to point out that "She ... doetn't go in for that chair-
perton-instead-of-chairman nonsense."

But is it nonsense? IS the question of language usage
simply one of indiVidual preference; or are there irtiPlita-
;ions. beyond mere preference, which ought to be taken
seriously by educators? How do children r-cct to certain
asoects of traditional language? What are ir,plicationt of
current researcn findings? Are we aware of what is

happening in the ,"real* world" with .respect to language
changes?

As a framework for considering This matter, we
propose an analogy. Suppose as a medic- dr, Aor you have
the' choice of prescribing Drug A or _Drug for a given
ailmtnr Both drugt haVe the same probability of curing or
relleviob r;Ne aliment; but Drug A has the possibility of
causing negative side effeett for sorne.people, while Drug B
goes not÷,_As a doctor which drug are you going to
orescribe? Recognizing that life is seldom so cleal;cut, we
suggest that Drug A is analogous to traditional iat-guage. It
clods have the possibility of cltusmg or rorrtributing negative
side effects for certain groups of peopie, while iilf_luage of
the Drug B type -jlimmates this possibility. Using the
language analogy; Drist A would be labeled egetv,:ionary
language; Drug B, Ind -,-ary language.

Exclusionary langdc.;.s functiont in two ways. First, its
traditicAal usage excludes females in effect if not by intent,
i)eL...!use words such at 'chairman" and "newsman,"
a:'egedly gender-generic; tend to be interpreted as being
gender;specific. Second, the reversal Of traditonal usage
excludes males in effect as wel .,s by intent when

-6-t='chairwoman" . and :"sales-. .

gende

at SRA share with other PilbliSherS the detertninatiOn_ to offer
aterials that are not merely free Oreirert bias;_ but that actively
'courage whenever possible a uoief Tri the equal_ worthiness of all
ople, regardless of gender, racial background, religiouspreference;
'nice of occupation. ,economic cbryritio-; or any other circum-
ariCe.

Mil educational mawrialS reflecting this inoreasedsensitivity can
ach the nt. teachers wilt lie seeking activities that can be
red to counteract Omissions or insea.*ilivi;ies contained in current
,aterials. TO help elect the need for these activities, SRA is .

Vol. 1, No. 4

wom'aria are used. Inclusionary language is that which does
not exclude, either by intent or in effect, on the, bas's of
sex.

"Mailmen" are not "Ladies"
Young children_ react literally to language. We recently

observed a three- year-old attempt to retrieve a bottle from
a Cabinet._ The small space required that the bottle be
tipped Sideways first. "Use your head;" cajoled her father.
observing_ the:dilemma. The youngster promptly stuck her
head inside the_cabibet and proceeded to push at the bottle.
Use her head? She did as she was told! .

This kind of literal language interpretation (coupled
With firsthand observatioii) reinforces children's percep-
tions that certain occupations _must be held by malet.
Litten to preschoolers argue mat "policemen," "firemen,"
or "mailmen are men, not ".ladies," and reflect on the
negative side effects of inaccurate Concept shaping for both
boys and girls. Traditional language constantly shapes and
reinforces the concept that boys are "supposed" to be in
certain occupatior.., while girls are not At best, tettlitional
languale fails ,U contradict the exclusionary 3onceot
(regardless of Firm./ it is formed initially); viihile it does ter-4e
to reinforce it:

Children have no difficulty learning inclusionary Ian-
guage. The threeNear-old tor of one of the authors khOWS
that people whO fight fires are "firefightes." Jses the
term because adults have prcvidrd hirr. with this language
Model. "Firefighter" not only retains the important ...AI-

cept (and actually enhances the imagery), but the tent
encourages recognition that the occupation is open to all
who have the ability and the desire to. pursue it.

But; we are told; inclusionary language sounds so
"funny." How awkWard is it to say "salesperson", for
"salesmah" Or "saleswoman":? "Salesperson" has-becr, in
common use for some time A nire-yearbld' ra,..er-of-
factly explained to a faculty membe/ that his father was the
new department "chairperson."- The youngster had no--
difficulty with the term: what owl ?ars Jecome attuned to
is what soundt "r;ght." Political figures, sensitive to their
constituencips; use "his_ and her;" and "person" nouns with
golden-tongueo ease. They recognize the impact of lan-
guage.

Moreover, exclusionary language is inefficien'.. Yoanc
children learn that "mjn" means male, not only becaUte

reprinting significant articles in _professional and mass media that
wilf..ttelp_all of us_understand the problem and as?ist teachers in
conveying to youngsters a respect for koman variety.

We would ap_preciate your input (and your contributions; in this
.,exchange of Information on a very important topic.

. .

Science Research Associates, Inc.
.'06Partment of Communications

."259 fast Erie Street
Plino,s 60611

SCIENCE PESEARCt! ASSOCIATES, INC.
Chicago. Pe'o Alto, Toronto, Sydney. 7.8-s tuttgart

A Suinidia; y of IBM
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they interpret literally, but because that is the sole meaning
of the word as it is used at their level. Later, however,
children must somehow unlearn this concept; or they must
modify it to encompass the masculine used as the generic.
This does not seem lb be an insurmotantable task; until we
observe that there is no clear way' to determine when
"man" is generic; and when it is not. For example; does the
club constitution which states that all "men" with certain
qualificatiops are eligible for membership_ mean that the
club is incluiive ("mankirid"?) or sex exclusive?

At this point; let us offer a second analOgy. To avoid
some of the problems and hazards of living, we practice
prevention by employing measures such as those which
protect us against fire& disease, and accidents. Prevention
usually requires the avoidance of certain actions as well as
the inclUsion of other actions or measures expected to have
a wholesome effect. Thus; to remove the possibility of
negative side effects of language, we need to avoid
exclusionary language while consciously using inclusionary
language.

Research Implications
Concern abbut the exclusionary:nature of __English_is

'evidenced by the writing of people such as linguists Key
and Laktiff,') social scientists Beitmajian and Kidd,_ and
.educators Tiedt and Burr; Dunn; and Farquhar. They write
on the subject of language bias and. include the generic use
of "man" and the masculine pronouns in their analyses.

Three studi4s are of particular interest because'subjecti
were asked to respond riodiffiFent ways of using language.
College students in Kidd's research responded. to 18
statements in which the masculine pronoun and "man"
were used traditionally. They were to 'identify . each
pronoun antecedent according to several characteristics,
includirig sex. ior the first nine statements; the identifica,
tion _Was _open ended; so that the sex of the referent could
be identified as male, female, either; or both:

The potentialitiec of man are infinitely varied and exciting.
Social statue's Financial.position

Race - -_

. Thz..sE --ond nine statements Were in a forced-choice
form.e.:

A paintei may or may not eifi.lowled! the laws of perspec-
tive. He accepts such lirnitaticns if toey fu?ther the kinds of reality
he is trying to achieve.

a. female-male
h. successful-unsuccessful
c. white-black
d. rich-poor

Kidd found that the subjects did not respond inclu-
sively to the generic pronoun. either in the tree-choice or
the forced.choice situation. In th_e_ free,choice_;_males_ were
selected 407 times, and females 53 times: Kidd concle-fed
that the masculine pronoun a' the generic is notteneralle
interpreted as representing a ne,tral antecedent; it is, in

.fact: considered male. She suggest; that since the intended
purpose is not accomplished. its continued use .c.i:15
unwarranted.

Schneider and Hacker asked college students for
newspaper aria rnagai.ne pictures to illtistelte a proposed
Iridology iextbook. Two forms of chap- er tit.es were us.d.
3oth fauns contained eight common titles which were
neutral in gender, for, _example; __Cultore, Ecology. in
addition, c form used five "man"-assoc.ated labels such
ds "urban man' and "politiral while the pther fdrm

contained comparable inclusionary titles such as "urban
ljfe" and "political behavior." 5chrieiderand Hacker found
that 64 Percent of students receiving "man" titles sub-
mitted pittUres containing only males. -compared with_50
percent of those receiving the inclusionary titles. The
authors concluded that a significantly large number of
students did not interpret "man"generically.

Bern and Bern asked high school seniors to rate twelve
job advertisements on an interested-uninterested scale.
Eight ads identical on all three forms contained inclu .
sionary language. The language of four telephone ads
varied. Operator and service representative positioni were
considered traditionally female, while "frameman" and
"lineman" were considered traditionally male. The com-
pany's traditional exclusionary language was used in Form
I. Form II employed inclusionary . language while sex-
reversed exclusionary language Was used in Form III, for
example; telephone operator was referred to as "he," while
"frameman" became "framewoman." The following results
were obtained when subjects were asked to indicate interest
in the traditional opposite-sex jobs:

bnguage Type Women
Traditional exclusionary 5%
lnclusionary 25%

x-reversed exclusionary 45%

l3ecause the only difference in these ads was the
language used, the conclusion that for some people, both
male and female, lariguage has a strong effect seems
inescapable.

Men
30%
75%'
65%

Emerging Tiendt
Sensitivity to the use of inclusionary language in the

'real" world is growing. Leading publishers such as Scott-,
Foresman and _Ccimpany and McGraw-Hill Book Company'
nave issued guidelines for improving the image of women in
books. Included in the guidelines are alternatives for
exclusionary language, such as humanity, human race,.
human beings; or people for "mankind," as well as

examples of alternatives to generic use of masculine
pronouns. Iris M. Tiedt; editor of Elementary Englisk has
provided euidelines for. inclusionary language for those
submitting eianuscript...

In ne state of Washington; the ,Higher Friutation
Personnel Board revised its job classifications to eliminate
"man" terms: Thus, "appliance erviceman"-is "appliance
mechanic," "seedman" is "seedworker," "offset pressman"
is "offset press operator." Similarly; the U.S. Department
of Labor has changed its dictionary of occupational titles so.
that '"person" _replaces 7..'inarL" Its_Office' of Workmen's.
Compensation Programs has been officially changed to the
Office of Woi ker's Compensation_ Programs.

Thus, inclusionary languag2" is already part of the "real
wt.,' Id" of everyday speech; classroom interaction; and
public addresses. Mbreover, it is appearing.with increasing
frequency in textbooks; ne.wspapei s; and magazines. If we,
as educators, viow our role as that of facilitating individual
.evelopment to the fullest, should we not also_ adopt the
inclusionary tanguav models The ,.. Ad is here. What is rut
choiceto help or to hinder? We predict that when our
present preschoolers are adults,' inclusionary language will
be the, norm and everyone: will mar.:4 at the furs over
language usage 'way back ir. the '70's!

'Since then other publishers. including SRA have issued
guidelines ft,. providirig bias-free materials.

Carole 5....hulte Johnson: Associate Professor of Education and
Inge Kromann Kelly, 'Professor 'of Education both ar Washington
State Unfversity; Pullman.
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SR11. helps 4ati handle

STEREOTYPING
JACK AND JILL FIGHT BACK
classroom activities by Undo Clark

!Reprinted with permission
October, 1975
Media & Methods Magazine
401 North Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19108 -

(.0 i 975, North American Niblishing Co.

stereotyping is still very much, a pat of
contemporary society. Students confront it every day on
television, in movies, on the pages of their books and
magazines; and in the attitudes of their elders and peeri7
Coming a:: it does at a time when young people are
formula* ng their self-image, this kind of role definition not
only limits the horizons of female students; but also
inhibits males from developing in many directions that their
desires and abilities might lead them.

Many fine materials are now available which make a
conscious effort to correct these distortions. In addition,
teachers can use classroom activities that shed considerable
light on how males and females are defined in the society at
large and in the minds of students.

What follows is a arrualing of such activities. By
focusing on the values underlying o!.ir current attitudes
about women and men, they can help students become less
conforming; less apathetic, mole decisive; and more critic#.

Bubbles, Bangles and Booze
Obtain from the library twenty 0- thty back issues of

popular magazines which contain extensive advertising
news weeklies are an excellent sourceand span the years
from the '50s to the present. Distribute these magazihes
among small groups of students; and instruct them to:
1 -- List the kinds of activities engaged in by the males and

the females in the ads.
List the role or function that the ads appear to assign
to the males and fe-nales.
After the groups have completed their surveys, discuss

the results and their it. r'ications.

but I'm not prejudiced."
This activity is adapted from Richard Reichert's Self

Awaret,...r3 Through Group Dynamics; (Pflaum Publishing

Volume 1; No 1

Co.; pp: 69-76): Instruct all the students to fold a blank
piece of paper vertically; and to number each side one-
through-six. Then tell them to write their answers to the
following questions as either "yei," "no;" or "uncertain."
Request 'that. no discussion take place until the exercise is
completed.

126-et-r.
1 - Would you mind if your doctor were a woman?
2 Do you think it is all right for a man to be a dancer or

hairdresser?
3 Do you think a v.oman would make a gooci leader for a

country?
4 Is it a_,,good idea for a man to be a kindergarten

teacher?Ck

5 Do you think women are worse than men?
6 Do yoO 'think males and female z should participate

together in school sports?
Part It
1 Have you eve ,-)een to a doctor who is female?
2 Have you ever knows a male hairdresser or dancer?
3 Can you write five facts about a woman who is now or

has been a lode: of a country?
4 Have you ever had a maleltindergarten teacher?
5. Do you kncw an/ It":" n soldiers personally ,Or ;can

you write live t 1;vomen soldiers?
6 Do you know any es or females who have partic-

ipated in mixed sth;.,c1/ sports?
Scoring

Each question is scared on the basis of the answers
given it in Part, I and Part I!.

Part I
yes or no
yes rr n0
wleertain
incertain

in_teroretat;cr of total s-r.::.cs
15-18 points very ouenmined
10.14 points average open- mindedness
5:9 points prone to prejudice
(X4 points very prejudiced

Part II Points
no = 0

+ yes = 1

+ no = 2
+ Yl'.s = 3

We at SRA share with other publishers the determination to offer
Matt', lair that are not merely flee' of -.vert &di, but that actively
017C 11.1rdge whenever f ;sible a ba(ief in the equal worthiness of all
'people, regardless of gender, background, religious preference,
choice 1 occupation, economic condition or ally other circum-
stance.

U171.11 educal.onal marerials reflecring this increased .sensitivity can
reach the classroom, reachers will he seeking activities that can be
used to counterar omissions or insens,tiviries contained in current

Tc .:.et the need for thesc , SRA is

rerrinting significant articles in nrofessional and mass media that
will help all of us understand the problem and assist teachers in

conveying to youngsters a respe. for human variety:

We would 5pp,eciate your :nput (a. J your contributions) in this
exchange of in!ormation on a very imporrant ropic.

Science Research Associates, Inc.
Deparrment of Communicarions
259 East Erie Streer
C',1cago, Illinois 50611

r.

SCIFNCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC_
Chicago. Palo Alto, Toronto. Henley-on-Thames. SYdneq. Paris. Stuttgart

,

A Subsidiary of IBM 83 ,"
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The Ideal Adolescent
Instruct the students to call out adjectives or phrases

which ilescribe what they consider to be the ideal adoles
cent. Be sure not to specify the sex of this hypothetical

. person. When all the words have been written on the board,
repeat the exercise for the ideal male adolescent, then for.
the ideal female adolescent. Label each group of words with
the appropriate designation.. Discuss the differences in the
descriptions. Why are such-distinctions made? What is the
value of such categorizing?

Fantasy Interview
Have the students ask faculty members or other

students the following two questions:
1 -= What would you ideally_like to be doing with your life

right now or in the near future?.
2 - How would you have answered that question if you

were a member of the opposite sex?
Have the students share their responses with the class.

Then ask them to discuss or write essays about the, posssible
reasons for the various results.

Gender Game
Display pictures of objects from the home or school

environment (e. g., hammer, pencil, doll, apron, nail, soap,
book-, football) and,inStruct the students ,to"assign a gender
for each article: male; .female; neither, both; After the
writing is completed, discuss the results and discrepancies.
Question how the objects-came to be assigned specific
genders, and the appropriateness of such labeling.

Adolescents: 1980
Ask a few students to volunteer for roleplaying

situations which demonstrate a typical sex-role models,
such as the following:
1 A boy is trying to convince hi..efather that it is best for

him to study .dress designing rather than architecture.
2 A girl is trying to convince her !neither that she should

enlist in the army rather than attend the 1m:el
secretarial school.

3 A young couple is trying to explain to 0-e narents
why -the wife is attending medical !, ile her

sband works as van awe mecherie Da them
itil she graduates:.

Sexism at 33 rpm .
Ask the students to bring to class 'tome of their records

in which the vocalists sings abe-A yeeitionships between
males bed females. Play some of the reenrcc for the class,
specifying that they attend to the lyrics. After each song;
discuss the stereotyped or nonstereotyper: pre trayals of
male and female roles. Explore the affect that these
portrayals could have on tneeisteeers. In the case of sexist
lyrics-, suggest that the students rewrite them in a less .
stereo ry pea fashion.

Stepento My Shoes -
Give each student one or more index cards. On one

side of each card; have them write their sex; but not their
name. Then have them write one activity ethey perform, or
rule they must obey at home or school; which is assigner
them solely on the basis of their sex. On the back of the
card, have them write a logical ceason why they shooed not .:
have to obey the rule or perform the duty.

Gather all the cards, mix them we, and place thee in
two piles according to sex; Ask a class member io choose a
card from a pile of the opposite sex, read the front of he
card aloud; and provide a logical reason why The author of
the card might feel the rule or duty to be unfair. Then ask

the speaker to read aloud the rationale on the back of the
card. Allow the class members to comment .on any
differences; in the two explanations.

Birds of a Feather
Label one section of the chalkboard "male" and the

other "female." frisk the _male students to write words
Which they think describe females on the "female" section,
and the females -to write male descriptive words on the
"Male" section. After the writing has ceased, ask. the males
and females to evaluate thewords whiCh the oppotite group
wrote to describe them. Discuss additional words that each
group_ might add to its own listethe rationale behind each
group's responses, and the effects; of stereotyping on
members of each group..

'You Said a Mouthful
Have the students fold a piece of paper vertically and,

number each column - one-through-eight. One column
should be labeled_ "male," the other "female." Then ask
them to write the first word that comes to mind to describe
or name each of the following:
1 Unmarried 45-year-old men. Unmarried 45-year-old

women.
2 Females who dominate their faMily. Maies who

dominate...
3 Males who are outspoken with their opinions. Females

who are outspoken., .
4 Wives who boss their spouses. Husbands who kiss...
5 A teenage bOY who is unmarried and sexually active.

A teenage girl who is unmarried...
6 A teenage girl who drinks, tells dirty jokes; or swears.

A teenage boy who .
7 A man who excels in sports. A woman Who ...
8 A woman wheee job is cleaning hotAe and cooking.

A man whose ...
When the exercise is over; discuss the results and the

impact that language has on.our thoughts and behaviors.

Where Dn You Stand?
Administer the following attitude survey and use the

results for a debate, writing assignme it, nr research project.
Indicate whether you agree or disagr with the following:

Swearing is more repulsive in tee Sateech of females
than males.

2 Under ordinary circumstances, males should be
expected to pay all expenses on a date.

3 Telling dinsjokes should ba mostly a male behavior
4 Men should open doors foe women.
5 intoxication is worse in a female than in a male.
6 Women should be expected to obey their husbands.
7 A woman should be as free as a man to propose

marriage.
8 7 Women should worry less abouZ their freedoms and

more about being good wive; end mothers.
9 It is ridiculous for a woman to have a job while her

husband stays at home.
10 Women should be paid for the housework they

_ perform;
The activitie. ''sted here can be used on their own; or

to accompany :the study of a partieelar aspect of communi-
cations arts or social studies which" involves sex stereo-
typing. The activieies can aithr.r precede the study as a way
of focusine student atteetior., or follow it'as a technique
for applying this questice. fo .:their own lives. In whatever
application, the activiti rely fail to engender a spirited
and revealing discussion

Linda Clark. is en assistant professstrof educatinn.-1 psychology
at Wake Forest University, Ninston-Salem-, N.C.
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Kojak Revisi -teth The Nature and Costs of Male Sex dole Stereotypes

By Davia Sadker; Direct-6r
Mid - Atlantic Center for.Sex Equity
1982'

In thiS_issue, certain aspects of how sex bias affects men and bOys_are'explored..

The'f011Owing article examines the_Modern male stereotype as- reflected in a

television model, and discusses the limitations of that model as well as general

negative elements of male sex-role stereotyping,

The_glistening black Ford swerves -as it_rounds a cornet in lower Manhattan.

The cat's rotating light beams a macabre red glow of the city streets%..The door

opens and Theo Kojak:steps out; 4is black stylish hat_and coat Seem'to blend

naturally into the night. Neatly sidesteppjng a_body bleeding its life onto 'he

pavement, Theo removes his lollypop ahCiorowls, "Is he looking -for something,;;;

or is he dead?" "Dead" says Crocker; and Amerita settles in far.another episode

of Kojak; New vcrk, and the male sex-role stereotype:

Television-ratings-<indicate:that many viewers obviously enjoy the sarcastici,

rough-and-tumble antics of thiS_New York City cop. But -the ratings do not indi-

cate that the viewers are alSo being offered a_model of several aspects_of the

male sex=role stereotype; Televisidd represents a primary_ source for dissemina-

tingsexist portrayals of men as well as.women. But television represents only

one source. Family; friends; literature,, and schools also play significant roles

in transmitting society's expectations of appropriate male and. female thought .and

behavior. A

Although a great -deal of attention has_been_focused on the impact -of sexism

On females; feW_IndiVidUalS are aware ofthe nature of th^ Irtele sex,role_tterea=

type; Fewer still realize the restrictive and limiti' of this stereotype.

In this_eittitlei 'I shall review some of the characte- the -male Y.:.teotype

and inditate some of the penalties inflicted on men , LO it.

.Kojak deMOnsttates several characteristiCs of fhe_moge stereotype. He is

°cool and unemotional. Outrageous c mes strengthen KOjak's_resolve to-find the

perpetrator-, but never_ move him to:snow. that he "feels" or "shar4sn'in the human

loss. .For Kojak and other men; the lessons of,"suppress your emotions," " never

cry," "never open up,'" have been well learned.

.

Men are also'taugntto be extremely !competitive; sometimes'to the point of

winnio- at any cost. Young Jys who give their all to the Little League; groW

to Pei ie the men who are all ofterLwilling to win at any tust, to gain that new

.contra to get an early promotionito win the next election.

Unbridled competition and the uncompromising need to win have been succinctly

summarized by that great Ameritan philosopher, Vince LoMbardi: '"Winning is hot
_

the most important thing; It is the onlYthing."
, .

The male streotype alSO 'dictates appropriate_ careers. Kojak as a polT:ce _

officer is quite satiSfattOry and has ample_ opportunity to demonstrate hit tough_ -L_

masculinity: But KOjak theEballet dancer,_or nurse; or kindergarten teacher would

face.social pressure deManding that he pursue a more "masculine" car.ler.
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_ Whatever socially acceptable occupation meh -choose; they. all share a common

evaluation; for money is used r; a 7tendard of ti4 jcUlinity. If the female stereo-

type frequently is portrayed az a se object_then the male counterpart'is often

-seen as a money object. - Men wh.J 0,1) thirty thousand dollars are valued as more,

manly that men who earn 'seven 1.;.;,'..no; as 4E3/ wow711 lookitj for a "good catch"

could readily tell you.

There are a variety of other :-.1pancots of the male stereotype. Society

instructs men on the need to be mechiiiira:;y inclined (with the corollary instructiai

that,womPn ought not be mechanically k:lot:47,eogeable). And men should also be- pro-

ficlemtin math and the sciences. Probably_you can think of additional skills aid

attitudes -which have been traditioi.ally.emphasized atimprirtant for men. But what

may be Tess familiar to you is- the -cost of this stereotype,-, to Jet's turn our atten-

tion to the\penalties men pay by adhering ta this stereotype:

',Although girls encounter societal_ pressures to conform to a.limiting sex-role,_

stereotype; boys also find severe and in.some_ways more rigid restrictions._For,

example; a Young girl_Whb plays_baseball and, enerally participates in- activities

considered masculine ittaIeraltly termed_a-z"tomboywand thought_ta;be _"gaing

through a,phase." One day she will "discover boys;" wear dresses; and l will

be well.
/

But for a boy .0 deviate fromsoCietal norms would indeed be disastrous.

Playing with_dollt_tt USUaliy perceived as neither a phate nor as an appropriate

,.preparation for fatherhood; rather it is seen as a cause fartancern; perhaps

indicating a need far professional help; "Sissy;"- "fag," and other negative -terms

are used in Otte_ofthe neutral "tomboy" term. :(By ine_wayi there is no non-

derogatory equiValen':. term for boys--did you ever hear-Of "Janegirl?")

As thete boys grow to manhood; they. fare little better as society continues

to shape them to Conformtcythe accepted male rol0,. Men.aretaugh to be dominant

and_take'tharge. Men who aresensitive, nurturi1 are often made uncomfortable;

as if _these qualities were unnatural forcthem. One re:stilt of this pressure and

training is that men do not place much importance unHiurturAg their own children.

They have become "trans-parents,v leaving-the raising Of children to-their wives;

.

One'study revealed that the father of-:aane year_ald_child cr younger spends. less

than twenty minutes a day:with hischild; and only thirtyeight secoOg of that

is involved in active interaCtion;-
r,

Because the male stereotype also encompasses the responsibility of being the

major wage earner; men work and _work_and_work. Long hourOn the office or holding

down two jots also pulls hUtbands and fathers away frCm their families. The com-

Oetition, 01ved in seeking promotions and higher-salaries may also serve to

'alienate men from other Men. Ih their quest_fov greaterincome; ten-increase

the distance between themselves and their famils an&friends.

The effective and enjoyable useof_leisure time and-cultural activities are

'also saificed_UpOn the al'op ':r -this emphasis on orning._ The retirement_ years,

suPposedl the frOit of all this effort; also may 'be short -- lived. After all this

.single-!Orded effort; many men find that; outside-of their work; they_ have little

to bring direction'ana pbrpose,to their. lives. The retirement years become mean-

ingless', and alte short, for -the average.male lives to only sixty=seven, dying

eight:years sooner than the average. woman. As a tatter df_fatt; call during his

life the_typital_man is more' susceptible to contracting and succumbing to serious

disease than is the typical woman.
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.
Men who buy into the. male stereotype pay other costs as well; . Their career

ehoices_are restricted to acceptable male occupations; and such fields as working
in a_thild care facility are frOWned upon. 'Legally men involved indiVorce pro-
ceedings must fight an uphill battle to gain custody of their children; And again;
these are only some of the penaltiesof the ._male stereotype. How many other costs-

sexism against mer--can you identify?
1

Pe-haps one day in the not too distant -future, there_will be a televfsion
series about a man named Kojim; who finds.raising his children as or more important,
than his job. He w;ll he a man. who has the Strength to shed etear; and the time
to share histhoughtS' and concerns with his -friends; He may share in_household
thoresand his wife's career is as important as his oqh; Perhaps Kojim enjoys:
being an amateur artist and is as concerned.with erijoying_all the aspects of_hiS
life as he is with a never - ending quest for the stereotypic and restrictive:image
of the masculine stereotype

There is room in television for both Kojakand-Yojim. But is television
ready to confront the male sex-rble stereotype? Are we?

As educators, we can turn our attention to the sexist attitudes and behaviors
which permeate most of our schools. Couriseling_practices_and_tests which channel

boys into male sex-typed careers can_be eliminated Teacher_interaction patterns:
which award boys greater attention than girls and also penalize male misbehavior_
more harsely than female misbehavior should be changed. Curricular materials that
sex -type male and_female_attitudes and actions can be revised. The. staffing

patterns in schools_whieh find:the elementary and prescHoolyears dominated by
:female teachers, while the. administrative positionSare populated chiefly-by men;
can be altered:td reflect a more balanced_view of both sexes in all pogitions;
Sehooli_like_the society_at large, is replece with sexist practices, prattices
whieh Title IX attempts to eliminate.

Providihg brighter and wider futures for boys and girls- one potential

outcome of implementing.Title Educators who understand h sexism restricts

the options of both boys and girls can provide leadership in implementing the
-spirit as well as the letter of Title IX; Educators committed to eliminating
sexism ip school and societywill be tiv! effort to increase the
options and potential .of all our children and prowieng-fbr a brjghter and
freer tomorrow:

9



CHECKLIST FOR MATERIALS EV4LUATION

LANGUAGE:

1. Is the generic HE used to include both males/females

when sex is unspecified?

Is a universal male term used when the word is meant

to include both sexes, e.g. mankind?

3. When,referring to both sexes, does the male term consist

.ently preceed the female, e.g. he; she; men and women . .

4. Are occupational titles used 1.ofth men as the suffix; e.g..

journeyman 4

. When a. woman or man holds a ,..raditional job, is there

unnecessary focus on the per ',.vr sex, e.g. woman welder,,

male typist?

ROLES:

6. Is it assumed that the boss, executive, professional;

etc'.; will be male and the assistant, helpmate, "gal

Friday," will be female?

7. Is tokenism apparent--an occasional reference to women

or men in nontraditional jobs while the greatest portion

of the material remains job stereotyped?

. Are men and women portrayed as having sex-linked .

personality traits that influence their working

abilities--the female bookkeeper's loving attentic:i

to detail?

9; Are both men and women shcan in nontraditional

occupationt?

AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS:

10. Are only malevoices used, consistently to narrate

audio materialt?

11. Da illbStrations of'malgs outnumber those of fenialet?

12, Are Woiher, .nd men commonly drum in stereotyPed_bodY

pOttUret nd sizas with females shown as consistenavi
c Nshadowed or thOWn as background

Are bosses, e;tecutives and leaders pictured as males?

'YES

Refe Women un Words and Images, Guideiin_ for Sex-Fair Vocation/al.

Education Materials. (Publication date and page numbers /ire

not provided in the text).
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464 T©. USE BIASED MATERIAL 0.0k7IELY

Individuayawareness of sexism in textbooks, and insLructional materials-'is an

important first/Step in changing biased materials and their impact on all of

us. Each of us has a responsibility for using-our awareness to bring about

some changes! The following represcintS a checklist of the things teachers can

do to-"act "ion their awareness.

.
"Level" with the students in your classroom. Point out racist or

sexist bias of books or materials. Help them learn.to identify

/Sources of'bias and important ?missions in thf,.- n: terials.

. Develop classroom activities around_identi.fying bias found in

television, textbooks, movies, library books, magazines, etc.

Incorporate the development of critical reading skills as an

instructional ,objectiVe for all your tpaching, :not just when special

efforts are being made to identify bias in materials:

Identify or develoP scpplementary materials which can help "correct"

some of the bias of -'43',1able materials'.

Invite persons employed in nontraditional occ....pations to provide

additional information.

Use bulletin boards, posters, pictures, magazines, and other materials

to expose students to information commonly excluded from traditional

materials. 0

Develop aclassroom collect4on,of non=racist, non-sexist reading

materials for students. Identify non=biased books for students

to read.

Reference: EdUtatiOnal challenges, in., Todd} ls Changing
tb-NO1=SX'iSt Teaching, 1974..
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Glossary Of Terms for Sex Equity.

ANDROGYNY

BIAS

DISCRIMINATE

EQUAL

'EQUALITY

EQUALIZE'

ITY

FL

MASCULINE

NONTRADITIONAL
OC-C UPAT

AZ)LE-

SEX AFFIRMATIVE

A state of being which is free from rigid sex-
.

role stereotypes. The androgynous person is
viewed as able to exhibit behaviors ,that are
both traditionally feminine and traditionally

masculine.

An inci ination of temperament or outlOok; a
highly personal and unreasoned distortion of
judgement; a prejudice.

To-make a difference in treatment or -favor on a
basis other than ;ndividual merit, or on a cate-
gorical rather tbon indiVidual basis: /

Regarding all persons or objects in the same

way; impartial.

The quality or :cate of being equal.

To make equal to make uniform; to compensate
for so that enNality can be obtained.

Moving beyc,ad el :raination of discr imination;

equalizing, reforming and improving. Based on

concepts of fairness and justice.

Having characteristi cs or behaviors considered
unique to women.

Having characteristics
unique to men.

of behaviors considered

41\
Those not traditiOnally_ held by members of one
sex: -.Fee,4iiiplei carpentry is a nontraditional
occupation. for women; n.:rSing,' for mmn.

A behavior pattern typically expected of people
who share a common characteristic.

Providing spec ial assistance* toione sex so she
or he may: benefit. from the same opportunitieS.
as *the others sex;

I.



SEX 13IAS

,SEX DISCRIMINATIOr

SEX ECIUITY SEX -FAIR

SEXISM

SEX-ROLE SOCIALIZATION ,

SEX STEREOTYPING '11

Behaviors resulting from the assumption that
one sex is superior or inferior to the other.

Any iction which limits or ,,,denies a, per son or a

group of persons opportunities, privileges,
roles, or rewards on the basis of their sex.

Treating both sexes in the same manner.

Ilia collection of attitUdeS, bel iefs, and behav-
iors which result from the assumption that one

sex is supe!rior.or inferior to the other sex.
'

The differOtial processes and eXperiences used
to prepare males and females ,for the roles that
society defines as being appropriate for their i

sex,

behaviors, abilities; interests,
4.$, roles to a person or group of per-
on the basis of their Sex.

STEREOTYPE Conforming to a fixed or general pattern; _ a
standardized mental picture that is held for

members cf a group.

TRADITION The handing down of information, belieft, and
customs by word of mouth or by-example from

one generation to. another_w_i_thouti_written in-

structions; an inherited pattern of_thought or.
action; cultural continuity in- s,,cial attitudes

and institutions;

/

Reference;. MOrray, M. Eloi.se et gal , Things Are Not Always As they Seem,
1982.=;--, Pp;
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